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Southern Africa - Land Tenure
Julian Quan,
'Recent Developments in Land Policy in Southern Africa: a review for DFID',
Natural Resources Institute, Chatham, June 1997.
Report recommends donor support for policy development processes; careful planning
and monitoring of resettlement schemes; avoidance of hasty programmes of tenure
reform; closer integration of work on land rights and rural development support at
local level; adoption of a poverty focus in land policy work and support for advocacy
on behalf of the poor.
Need for balanced policies to meet needs of all legitimate stakeholders to improve
equity and efficiency in distribution of land, rather than just concentration (as in past)
on agricultural efficiency. Because best lands generally alienated to commercial sector
in the past, concentration of people on poorer, more marginal lands has created
poverty, food insecurity, environmental degradation. Since independence, and even
before, question of redistribution has been major issue. Some measure of redistribution
essential to address gross inequalities in land allocation, notably in South Africa and
Zimbabwe, and to promote smallholder food security and greater efficiency in land use.
Because of costs, redistribution programmes likely to continue to depend on donor
support. Acquisition should be at market rates on willing seller, willing buyer basis. If
donors are to continue to support resettlement, likely to require assurances that land
distribution results in improvements in equity and security as well as providing
opportunities for increased smallholder production and reducing risks of conflict.
When market supplies of land not sufficient, governments will need to apply criteria for
land redistribution, most obvious being under-utilisation or inappropriate use of land,
but difficult to define and may be subject to political manipulation. Governments will
need to explore incentives to create willing sellers and disincentives against land
concentration, such as land taxes.
Debates about most appropriate forms of tenure for smallholder farmers. Balance of
evidence suggests that security in customary tenure provides adequate basis for
efficient productivity and formal title is not required. Financial institutions generally
require formal title as collateral for loans, but unclear how far this obstructs availability
of credit. Kenya experience suggests benefits of land registration on balance negative,
resulting in increasing landlessness and vulnerability for the poor while having minimal
impact on credit and productivity for majority of smallholders. Mass land registration
programmes extremely costly to deliver and take much longer than anticipated.
Equity concerns arise when individual smallholder titles issued, as wives and other
family members can lose customary land rights. Individual leasehold does not provide
for multiple inheritance and subdivision. Widespread land registration a high risk
strategy which can promote landlessness and land concentration, as unsuccessful
farmers forced to sell to pay back loans or acquire food in bad years. Formalisation of
land tenure can also undermine social cohesion. Individual title does not facilitate
maintenance and management of common grazing or other resources. But where there
are risks that customary rights may be extinguished by state acquisition or
privatisation, titling represents principal way in which farmers can improve security of
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tenure. Some demand for group rights in Mozambique, South Africa, Malawi. A
difficult issue in law and in terms of attracting credit.

I

Customary tenure has advantages and disadvantages. No black and white case in any
country for either abandoning it or for enshrining existing practice in law. Positives offers legitimacy, some safeguards for the poor, recognises some degree of gender
rights, dispute resolution, inheritance systems. Negatives - has become insecure,
farmers may fear expropriation, grazing lands may disappear, individual plots may no
longer yield a livelihood, chiefs may be land speculators. Need for checks and balances
on authority of chiefs widely acknowledged. Challenge is to secure effective
articulation of customary and state institutions at local level. This needs some formal
recognition and codification of principles of customary law, but few successful legal
precedents for this. Governments unlikely to cede ultimate rights to land to customary
authorities since they would lose political control.
Policy and legislative reforms to protect women's rights required, but disagreements
over what they should be. Urban based women's groups argue for joint ownership of
land by men and women and for opportunities for women to acquire freehold or
leasehold and to benefit from resettlement and land titling exercises. More poverty
focused organisations reject this and favour support and modification of customary law
to protect land rights of widows, daughters and divorcees. No consensus among
women's groups and NGOs about place of customary authorities in land reform in
communal areas or potential for local government to provide basis for guaranteeing
more equitable gender rights. Systems of inheritance under scrutiny, but generally fall
under ministries of justice, not lands. Issues in matrilineal, matrilocal central/southern
Malawi, northern Namibia particularly complex, though strict adherence to matrilineal
rules declining under market influences.
Breakdown of common property management particularly acute in pastoral and agropastoral communities, such as northern Namibia. Not easy to develop new community
based institutions for CPR management.
Failure to redistribute more white owned lands to black majorities suffering poverty
and landlessness in Zimbabwe and South Africa would be potential source of interracial conflict and political instability. In Mozambique, renewed alienation of
customary lands to national elite and external investors risks re-ignition of conflict at
local level. In Malawi, land policy will need to assure all ethnic groups of access to
benefits of land titling, stem growth of landlessness, establish equitable systems for
management of customary lands. Rwanda case underlines need for equitable economic
development in overcrowded communal lands to create new opportunities, plus land
and resettlement policies aimed at alleviating poverty and land pressure. Need to
monitor indicators of land related instability, e.g. population/land ratios, incidence of
land disputes, growth of landlessness, distress sales, juvenile crime. Need for extended
participatory debate and decisive action to arrest spontaneous processes sharpening
inequalities in land rights. Notable inertia on part of governments suggests tendency to
acquiesce in status quo or allow de facto land privatisation to occur.
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Southern Africa - Land Tenure
Conclusions
• Major inequalities in land distribution will be a continuing political issue throughout
the region.
• Land scarcity and population growth in customary sector is cause of food insecurity
and potential source of political conflict and instability.
• Resettlement programmes will continue to be important, as well as development of
new farm based income opportunities and creation of off-farm employment.
• Resettlement programmes should be carefully planned and need to be focused on
alleviating poverty and reducing land pressures and environmental degradation in
overcrowded communal areas.
• Scope for introduction of land and water taxes in commercial areas should be fully
assessed.
• Redistribution of under-utilised public land should be priority for all countries.
• Resettlement schemes alone will not substantially relieve land pressure on
communal lands; they are no substitute for communal area agricultural and
economic development and family planning to reduce population growth.
• Customary institutions and forms of tenure retain widespread legitimacy among
rural people. Replacement by uniform systems of private individual tenure would be
unacceptable and unworkable.
• Customary tenure will continue to have clear place within pluralistic tenure regimes,
alongside leasehold and freehold title, but coexistence of different forms of tenure
within same community probably undesirable.
• Customary tenure needs to be recognised and somehow incorporated into land law
through codification of its general principles. Customary land management systems
also provide basis of consolidating new local institutions for CPR management.
• Situation of women's land rights on the ground and development of legitimate
appropriate mechanisms for advocacy and resolution of disputes merits further
study and debate.
• Growth of informal markets needs to be regulated to prevent increasing
landlessness and land concentration. Introduction of titling unlikely to curb this.
Regulation through limitations on minimum and maximum land holdings and local
systems for smallholder registration may provide better solution.
• Local land registers and customary mechanisms for settling disputes are relatively
low cost and need to be developed, supported and recognised in law. Good
argument for state to minimise its own involvement in administering and delivering
83
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land in communal areas and concentrate instead on supporting local institutions to
adjudicate between land claims.

I

Governments have vested interests in situations in which national elites can access
land holdings for private gain.

_
•

Complexity of land issues requires extended debate and consultation with
stakeholder groups which would help bring about more consensual policy reform.
One solution is to promote interim legislation pending comprehensive policy
change, as in South Africa, to protect rights of labour tenants, widows or prevent
land speculation and excessive concentration.

•
p

Participatory policy development a worthwhile investment. Role for NGO
representative bodies, like South African National Land Committee, strengthens
legitimacy and accountability of policy change.

•
"

•

I

Lessons learnt
Malawi
• No a priori case for establishing universal leasehold tenure, as proposed by some
donors.

I

Combination of customary and leasehold quite possible at national level.

•

Following end of tobacco quota system, no need for farther development of estate
sector and mam case for fiirther leasehold registration is to avoid confusion and
complexity which has arisen in recent years.

I
*

In determining appropriate reforms for customary lands, much more needs to be
known about current practice and interaction with estate sector.

m

Resettlement schemes will be needed targeting under-utilised public and private
lands with overcrowded customary communities as beneficiaries.

|

Possibilities of resettlement in ethnically homogenous areas of neighbouring
countries should be investigated.

m

Donors should provide Land Commission with funding and technical support for
process of participatory debate and consultation, which could include a national
land conference.

™
•

Land Commission's role should be coordinated with Land Policy Planning Unit,
which has potential to act as technical advisory body, thus avoiding danger of
Tanzanian case - parallel bodies and processes.
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Zimbabwe
• Policy reform still requires wider and fuller debate.
• Government and donors could strengthen legitimacy of policy reforms by
supporting creation of a representative NGO body and national land conferences.
• Resettlement schemes should not be regarded primarily as means of promoting
agricultural development but as means of reducing land pressure and poverty in
most crowded and marginal areas while improving equity in land ownership.
• Careful attention should be paid to questions of gender rights, poverty alleviation,
natural resource management and social cohesion in design of resettlement schemes.

M

• Social and environmental cost-benefits need to be carefully weighed up for various
resettlement policy options.

•

• Questions of tenure security and gender rights in overcrowded communal areas
merit further investigation and debate.

I

I
I

Mozambique
• Risk of re-establishing dualistic land tenure system which other countries now
struggling to overcome.
• Need to regulate processes of designation of commercial land and allocation and
performance of private concessions; future allocation should be subject to
assessment of pre-existing customary rights and socio-economic impacts.
* Extent of overlapping and competing land claims will require investment in dispute
resolution mechanisms and local capacity development.

I

« Advocacy support to defend smallholder land rights will be essential and will
require increases in NGO capacity.

•
™

• Place of gender rights in customary law and interactions of inheritance law and
customary practice require further study.

I

• Need for regional and provincial studies of land occupation and monitoring systems,
which should take holistic approach and not approach customary, private and public
sectors separately, as in Malawi.

I
•

I
I
I

• Possibility of donor funded resettlement scheme to accommodate residents of
overcrowded, ethnically similar and adjacent areas of Malawi might be investigated.
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Julian Quan,
'The Importance of Land Tenure to Poverty Eradication and Sustainable Development
in Africa: a review for DFID',
Natural Resources Institute, Chatham, September 1997.

•
"

Globally land reforms introduced for mix of political, economic, egalitarian motives,
often resulting from political upheavals, and changing distribution of land in favour of
small farmers. More equitable access to land important in combating rural poverty but
few land reform programmes in sub-Saharan Africa planned to assist the poor.
Linkages between tenure relations and poverty complex and context-dependent.
Difficult to assemble evidence that land reform per se has direct impacts on poverty in
Africa compared to alternative approaches. Land reforms may be categorised as either
redistributjve reforms, which change patterns of land distribution and occupation, or
land tenure reforms, which change tenurial relations between owners and users
without necessarily altering distribution. In sub-Saharan Africa principal approaches
have been tenure reform through introduction of individual leasehold or freehold title
and, in countries with historical heritage of highly skewed land ownership,
redistribution of large land holdings.
In Africa, where land distributed to landless farmers to correct such imbalances, as in
Zimbabwe, poverty reduced amongst direct beneficiaries with some growth in output
and incomes. But resettlement too limited to significantly reduce poverty in crowded
communal areas and programmes flawed by over-centralised administration, offering
insufficient security and flexibility for new land holders. Wider experience of
redistributive land reform in Asia, Latin America and North Africa attempted with
considerable success to restructure agrarian relations in favour of small producers,
primarily by redistribution of large private holdings. This relevant in sub-Saharan
Africa only where land distribution remains highly unequal' but good evidence
from
across world that redistributive reform has positive impacts for poverty reduction and
employment, providing foundation for strategies of equitable agricultural growth, even
supporting higher levels of growth than might be possible without redistribution. But
to ensure positive impacts, wider investment in rural services also required. Some
redistribution programmes have failed, unable to overturn entrenched landlord power.
In Southern Africa problems of finance to acquire land for redistribution and political
opposition from land owners, especially if reforms to be imposed. In many cases ruling
national groups have acquired large private holdings and are reluctant to implement
reform. Market assisted land reforms, whereby landless farmers acquire land on the
market, are promising, but since the poor cannot compete equally with the rich in a
free land market, grant aid to supplement loans for land purchase and curbs on land
speculation required to assist transfer of land to the poor. Redistributive reform likely
to remain limited in scale and potential to relieve land pressure and poverty, unless
radical, sustained, well financed programmes can be devised.
Throughout most sub-Saharan Africa, land distribution remains relatively equitable and
land held under systems of customary tenure which generally provide secure,
inheritable rights of occupation and use to individuals and households. African
customary tenure has proved flexible, dynamic and capable of development to
accommodate agrarian change, resulting from population growth, farm intensification
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Southern Africa - Land Tenure
and market development. Customary tenure has been criticised, wrongly, by advocates
of tenure reform, for not providing security of formal title or efficiency of a free land
market. But evolutionary trends of increasing land transactions and individuation of
holdings identified, alongside devolution of control from lineage groups to small farm
households. Despite advantages of customary systems, their successful evolution not
automatic and state intervention may be needed where land competition and disputes
frequent and customary authority broken down.
Principal approach to land reform in Africa has been tenure reform through
registration of freehold or leasehold title, as means to promote smallholder security,
investment and agricultural growth. Direct benefits of land registration generally
confined to local and national elites and introduction of formal systems of tenure had
little impact on customary practices of land allocation. In Kenya, where widespread
registration ongoing for 40 years, and elsewhere evidence that titling has weakened
position of the poor, causing land insecurity for subsidiary claimants especially women
and increasing confusion and incidence of disputes. Land titling has also dispossessed
pastoralists and has not led directly to improvements in supplies of rural credit, farm
productivity or overall growth.
Even where universal land registration not been a goal, nationalisation of land and
introduction of formal categories of tenure and systems of land administration (such as
land boards) in parallel to ongoing systems of customary land management frequently
resulted in uncertainty and confusion on rural land rights. Formal tenure systems
tended to be characterised by non-transparent centralised power and administration,
separating resource users from decision makers and favouring those with privileged
access to titling procedures, including external investors. Much of demand for land
registration amongst farming communities arises from their desire to prevent
authorities (generally the state, sometimes chiefs) allocating land to someone else.
Customary systems may be open to abuse and chiefs may sell land that should be held
in trust for wider social group; frequently this occurs in response to development of
land and agricultural markets, where attempts at tenure reform introduce opportunities
for the wealthy and influential to benefit at expense of customary land users.
In circumstances clarification of tenure rules and provision of greater land security
essential to protect asset base of the poor and promote productive, sustainable
farming. Intervention may be required to correct problems arising from earlier tenure
reforms and interaction of centralised formal system with evolving customary practice.
Registration can assist in protecting land rights but this need not involve awarding
individual title. Maintenance of customary tenure systems can provide all benefits of
private titling (individual security, adaptability to changing economic circumstances,
accessibility of small scale credit) without high financial and social costs which titling
programmes tend to involve.
Evidence from West and Southern Africa indicates that systems of land administration
need to become more decentralised, transparent and responsive to local social and
environmental conditions, while providing for local resolution of land disputes by some
form of legitimate, democratic authority. Where poor farming communities facing
breakdowns or neglect in systems of land management, high levels of fragmentation
and disputes, or encroachment of private or state interests on customary land,
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appropriate response is to facilitate development of decentralised systems for land
management, incorporating customary practice. Where customary institutions absent
or no longer legitimate, new forms of decentralised land administration may be
required to protect interests of the poor and small fanners as a whole. Protection of
women's and future generations' land rights frequently requires reform of existing
inheritance laws, and may be incompatible with traditional leaders' absolute authority
over land.
Political reality is that governments reluctant to cede control over land matters to local
level because of vested interests by members of ruling and economically dominant
groups, but clear advantages for the state in providing secure, heritable rights to
national land through customary or where appropriate statutory local systems within
overall regulatory framework. Lessons for future approaches to land reform may be
provided by policies attempting to integrate indigenous tenure and government
controlled administration, as in Botswana and parts of West Africa.
In those countries where land distribution remains highly inequitable, effectively
designed and targeted redistribution may be key component of anti-poverty strategies
but significant complementary measures, notably agrarian support services, also
required to achieve real impacts plus investments in employment and economic
diversification. Generally in sub-Saharan Africa clarification of tenure rules and
development of transparent, decentralised systems for land administration and dispute
resolution can improve security, land access and provide basis for sound resource
management by and for the poor. Suitable approaches can often be based on existing
customary institutions for land management and evolving customary practice.
Possible relevance of programmes for land reform should be assessed on the basis of:
•

•

»

•
*
I
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£
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•

•
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•
^
•
^

Context-specific analysis of existing land relations, institutions which enshrine
them, their social, economic, environmental consequences and historical
development.
Diagnosis of land-related problems as they affect the poor and opportunities and
constraints to enhance land security, achieve greater clarity in tenure rules and

A
•
A

i
Proposed land reforms or other interventions should be carefully examined according
to these criteria:

•

•

Greater security of tenure and improved land access for the rural poor.

_

•

More decentralised land administration to ensure responsiveness to local need and
conditions.

to

Clearly defined roles in land administration for customary authority vis-a-vis
government, with adequate controls to curb abuses of power.

B

•
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•

Simplification and clarification of complex or overlapping sets of rules governing
access and use to land.

•

Equity in land rights between men and women with protection for subsidiary rights
of dependants and future generations.

•

Transparency in land administration at local level especially in resolution of
disputes and conflicting claims.

•

Provision for community access to and maintenance and management within local
land systems of grazing, woodland and wetland commons.

•

Mechanisms for popular participation in land management, especially in design of
land administration, adjudication and settlement schemes and to ensure local
knowledge and practice are taken into account.

•

Acceptance of some diversity of forms of tenure appropriate to different
geographical regions or the needs of legitimate, established stakeholders in the land
resource.

m

•

I

According to circumstances various specific measures may be needed to:

•
*

•

promote access to land by the rural poor and landless as individual households or
groups including through market-based approaches;

•

•

reduce land concentration in hands of powerful minorities and promote more
equitable agrarian growth;

I
I
-

assist defensive registration of individual or collective land rights against external
claims;
•

clarify and strengthen land rights of tenants and landless labourers and
responsibilities of landlords;

•

protect land rights of women and dependants, reforming inheritance law
accordingly;

•

clarify application of tenure rules, eliminating parallel administrations and sets of
rights;

•

promote transparent national debates in land policy development, with provision
for representation of women farmers, pastoralists, landless rural workers, tenants

m

I

I
I
I

and small farmers generally.
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Southern Africa - Land Reform
National Land Committee, International South Group Network, Farmworkers
Research and Resource Project, Environment and Development Agency Trust,
Report on the Regional Conference on Land, Labour and Food Security in Southern
Africa (Johannesburg: NLC, FRRP, and EDA Trust, 1997).
Report of conference held in Zimbabwe in April 1997 attended by 56 organisations
from Southern Africa. Summarises key presentations, including resource people from
India, Egypt, Philippines, Nicaragua and Zimbabwean Minister of Lands, Kumbirai
Kangai. Reports from separate commissions on land, labour, food security. Land
commission agreed to establish loose network in Southern Africa coordinated by the
South African National Land Committee (NLC) and the Namibian NGO Forum
(NANGOF) which would act as clearing house to collect information and determine
concrete projects. Need to build national and regional alliances and coalitions for
effective advocacy and build capacities of NGOs. Conference produced a charter
whose land provisions demanded from governments:
• Acknowledge that equal access to and ownership of land is a basic human right.
• Land reform policy should break up the monopoly of land by landlords, commercial
farmers and MNCs and give equal and secure ownership of land to those who live
and work on it.
• Land policy should be developed with the full participation and input of the landless
and rural poor, with specific emphasis given to the interests of rural women and the
youth.
• Gender equality, defined as women's independent and equal access to land and
resources, be advanced through land reform
• Land reform policy should not be solely driven by the interests of multinationals,
World Bank, IMF and WTO.
• Land reform policy must be driven by the principles of social justice and basic needs
as opposed to market forces.
• People who have been displaced from their land by conflict or unjust policies need
to have the right to claim their rights to land.
• Inter-territorial claims should be settled within the principles and agreements of the
OAU.

Steve Greenberg and Samuel Bonti-Ankomah,
'The Menace of the Market: Land and Labour in Southern Africa',
Southern Africa Report, 12,4, September 1997, 16-19.
Short report of April 1997 conference on land, labour and food security in Southern
Africa. Seen as first step in crucial process of developing active regional network of
organisations working in land, environment, rural labour and related issues. Market
based approach adopted by many countries concentrates on efficiency but ignores
equity, which was high on agenda of liberation struggle. 'Willing seller, willing buyer'
approach ignores history of forced dispossession. High prices make it very hard for
rural poor to access land, so balance of power remains with current landowners. Broad
demand across region for secure tenure rights for farmworkers and independent land
access for rural poor. Governments not doing enough to address their plight.
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Izzy Birch,
'Report on Workshop on Current Land Reform and Land Tenure Issues in Southern.
and Eastern Africa, St. Peter's College, Oxford, 2 November 1996',
Oxfam UK/I, November 1996.

•
•

Report followed by appendices which list addresses of participants, a list of papers
circulated in advance and a select bibliography.

^
^

Purpose of workshop was to bring together academics and NGO workers interested in
current issues of land policy and land reform in Southern and Eastern Africa because: land
now an issue of wide concern and conflict which needed to be more widely recognised;
current planned legislation in several countries likely to have serious long-term
consequences; bridges can usefully be built between academics and NGOs working on land;
the South African experience needed to be situated within the broader context of Eastern
and Southern Africa; communities being threatened by land grabbing and needed to be
supported. Day structured into four sessions, which looked at land policy; redistribution;
tenure and title; governments, NGOs and academics.
• Land Policy in the Context of Political and Economic Reform
Land policy was discussed in Tanzania, Malawi and Mozambique and updates given on
Namibia, Eritrea/Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Uganda, Zaire. These examples showed that
there was a convergence of highly formal processes of land reform and review taking
place in several countries in Africa, in conditions of deepening insecurity and pressures
for redistribution and economic liberalisation. Participants felt it was of interest to look
at what forces were behind this and who was making policy. These often confused
processes enable a few people to retain control over policy direction, as in Tanzania
where ongoing movement for reforming the centralised land tenure system was
derailed in the run-up to the elections of 1995 and a National Land Policy rushed
through Parliament with minimal consultation or publicity. And yet, however much the
issue may seem to disappear from the national agenda, it will always be a major issue
at village level. Are researchers and others inclined to look at things too much from the
perspective of the capital? The key issue might not be centralisation or decentralisation
but how easy it is to purchase land. External forces are interested in land reform
because it will create land markets and allow speculation or trade in land.
• Land Redistribution
Case studies of land redistribution were taken up in Kenya, Zimbabwe and South
Africa. In Kenya, the Swynnerton Plan of the 1950s was a major programme to
restructure agriculture. Some large farms were transferred to 'telephone farmers'
(urban elites) with political connections who had little interest in agriculture. Instead of
the creation of a class of smallholder farmers, the beneficiaries were members of the
urban middle class. The smallholder boom was most marked in areas closest to Nairobi
and which were ecologically suited to high value cash crops. There were two processes
taking place - the formal government redistribution and an informal process of
commercial land purchase through private deals. The lesson drawn from this
experience was that the aim of full-time smallholder farming was unrealistic, because it
did not take account of the fact that urban resources are crucial sources of capital and
income. People needed to be able to combine farming with other sources of livelihood.
Besides, the process of providing access to markets was more important than that of
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Southern Africa - Land Reform
land distribution. This has many parallels to South Africa. Redistribution can itself
create new injustices as current plans seem to lack vision. There are many shortages.,
that need to be redressed and success will depend on the ability to learn from others'
mistakes. A disaggregated view of the land must be taken, e.g. recognising differences
between pastoralist and cultivated areas. The interface between pastoral and
agricultural environments sometime falls outside the reach of the statutory process. As
rights become more defined on an individual basis, may this endanger the collective
rights of groups such as pastoralists? In Kenya the only rights addressed were those of
allocation of land and not to its use. Rights to the use of land can be particularly
important for women, who make up the majority of farmers. The position of the World
Bank is not consistent. Doubts were expressed about the potential for small scale
farming in South Africa. Given experience elsewhere, the likelihood is that in South
Africa the beneficiaries of land reform will not be full-time farmers and will probably
not be the poorest.
• Land Tenure and Title
In Kenya there was an assumption that land reform would replace the previous system,
but in fact the situation is complex, moving between statutory and customary legal
systems. There are also differences between the possession of certain rights and the
ability to exercise them, which is often the issue for women fanners. Land titling would
have a differentiated impact depending on the types of physical environment and
population pattern in the country. An important role for NGOs in supporting of local
income opportunities was suggested. Discussion started with the problem of
unemployment in Africa and the inability to guarantee an income for those who sell
their land. Moreover people who buy land often do so for financial gain and do not
necessarily improve it. Security may be important for innovation but is titling the only
means of achieving it? Land is a much broader social and cultural issue and its titling
cannot be looked at in isolation from other factors. Should be looking at access to land
and whether it is possible to acquire access through different mechanisms, particularly
for women. Titling also reduces complex systems to one legal and visible right (i.e. the
right to allocate). Land rights often confused with water rights and the question of
transhumance gets ignored. Customary systems are not static but evolving. The
reintroduction of the role of chiefs in several countries can tend to distract attention
from complex problems. The issue on the research agenda should be that of local
politics, not chiefs alone. Regionalisation and decentralisation of power mean local
forces and authorities will have increasingly significant roles to play.
• Facilitating Land Reform: Governments, NGOs and Academics
This looked at what kind of collaborative action might be taken. Apart from South
Africa, there are very few NGOs working on land in Africa, so it was suggested that
NGOs such as Oxfam and concerned academics have a key role to play. Academics
have a role to play in highlighting issues and keeping donors and NGOs better
informed. In South Africa there is a transfer of people from NGOs into government.
Sufficient attention has not been given to the issue of production while discussing land
reform. There are a range of community directions which participants felt they should
be promoting which are anathema to larger economic and political interests, but
different views as to how best to protect the poor will remain.
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Robin Palmer,
'The Threat to People's Land in Southern Africa: the Current Crisis',
Oxfam UK/I, August 1996.

.

M
•

Written for circulation among national NGOs working on land. Provides snapshots of
contemporary developments in Tanzania, South Africa, Mozambique and Zimbabwe.

I
*

Communal lands threatened by privatisation, structural adjustment and liberalisation.
Foreigners or locals with economic or political power and knowledge of current law
able to exploit new opportunities in situation exacerbated by fragility of new multiparty political systems. New and often unregulated scramble for land taking place
throughout Southern and parts of Eastern Africa. Curious mix of public debate and
secret manoeuvring. Land commissions write lengthy reports which are only published
after long delays. New laws passed, old ones repealed. Sometimes popular debates,
depending on whether or not NGOs seek to promote this. National land policies being
drawn up. Deals being struck. South Africa attempting major land reform programme
as part of post-apartheid restructuring. Communal grazing lands being rapidly
privatised and fenced off. Wholly different 'solutions' being proposed, from vesting all
land absolutely in the head of state to vesting ownership and control of communal
lands in communities themselves. Struggles over power and resources. Corruption an
issue. If role of the state is to be rolled back, its previous function as guardian of
communal land no longer tenable. Danger that key actors may not be aware of
common threads or need to build alliances and share experience and practical help.
Future may hold grim prospect of increasing numbers of people, especially women,
becoming both poor and landless with incalculable social consequences. Land always
crucial in Southern Africa, never more so than today. Essential that more national
NGOs be aware of and rise to the challenges.

I

National NGOs have key role to play in promoting open debates and arousing greater
awareness on land issues. They need to keep very close watch on legislation; they
should welcome proposed moves towards decentralised control of land; they should be
sensitive to need to uphold rights especially of access to land of vulnerable groups;
they should be opportunistic; they need to build alliances; and they should seek ways of
working productively with those within governments sympathetic to NGO and
community aspirations and with potential allies such as the media, academics and legal
support groups. International NGOs can play an important role by sharing their
knowledge, expertise and strategies; by supporting national campaigning NGOs; by
facilitating more regular contacts among their local partner agencies; and by
sponsoring strategic visits. They may be able to play a more direct, interventionist role
in countries where all their staff are nationals.
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Southern Africa - Land Reform
Robin Palmer,
' Southern Africa Land Laws',
Oxfam UK/I, March 1996.
Details current or proposed legislation and land controversies in Southern African
countries. Ends with note on communal tenure. Critics argue that while communal tenure
may have been fine in past, it now needs to be swept aside by market forces if societies are
to modernise, ignoring extent to which it has already proved capable of adapting to radical
change. Has proved sufficiently dynamic and flexible to respond to economic opportunity
and population growth and has not prevented investments in land improvement or
conservation. When extensive commercialisation has taken place, tenancy, wage labour,
sharecropping and informal credit systems have all emerged within framework of
communal tenure. Become clear that magic of private title for small fanners has not
attracted creditors nor have creditors been keen to seize private land as collateral.

Robin Palmer,
'Land Reform in Southern Africa in the 1990s: Progress Report',
Oxfam UK/I, February 1996.
Land issues extremely complex and highly context specific. Generalisations necessary but
often flawed. Uniform national land policies always flawed. Land tenure reform very fast
moving in Southern Africa, with many commissions sitting and laws being drafted. New
imperialism from World Bank aimed at privatising communally held land strongly
ideological and being enforced without regard to consequences. Lawyers needed to help
communities defend themselves by registering title to land within existing laws or before
new laws passed because people often ignorant of their legal rights and those in power
rarely keen to enlighten them. Privatisation of land on the march and buttressed by range of
arguments about supposed benefits which will accrue - will foster pride, efficiency,
investment and conservation, facilitate credit, reduce conflict andfragmentation.Important
to refute such arguments. Concerned that so much privatisation carried on behind closed
doors, but some attempts to resist pressures in Mozambique and Zimbabwe. Despite much
lobbying by women's groups in many parts of Southern Africa, difficult to point to any
measurable successes in redressing issue of gender inequity in land. In Tanzania, Oxfam
made calculated attempt to raise profile of land issue in context of increasing privatisation
and proliferation of disputes. Facilitated work of Presidential Land Commission, headed by
law professor Issa Shiyji, paid some travel costs to Kenya, Botswana and Zimbabwe,
commissioned strategic research, paid translation and publication costs of popular Swahili
version of report, funded publication launch, disseminated report'sfindingsthrough series
of district workshops, making use of radio to publicise them, and supported Shiyji to set
up a Land Research and Resources Institute.
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Southern Africa - Land Reform
Adam Leach,
'Report on Southern and Eastern Africa Regional Conference on Experiences, .,
Perspectives and Strategies on Land Reform and Land Rights in Rural and Urban
Settings, Centre of Applied Legal Studies, University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
26-28 June 1996',
Oxfam UK/I Kenya, September 1996.
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Divided into introduction; land reform in different countries; land rights of minorities
and marginalised communities; land reform policies; redistribution and restitution in
South Africa; gender equality and land reform; small group discussion on tenure.
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Robin Palmer,
'The Context of Land Management and Reform in Southern Africa',
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Conference on Our Common Estate: Land
Policy in Southern Africa, London, November 1994.

_
I

Land reform issues are very much to the forefront in Southern Africa at this moment. On 8
November (1994) South Africa's National Assembly passed a Restitution of Land Rights
Bill which, if approved by Senate, will enable black South Africans to claim back some of
the land taken from them since 1913. It will be hard to prove claims and harder still for the
new government to find the funds to pay compensation. Though land reform is high on its
list of priorities, the new government will almost certainly reject the Zimbabwean model of
resettlement, which has been implemented in a highly bureaucratic way. In Zimbabwe a
long awaited Land Tenure Report is due to appear, and the government is indulging in its
customary pre-election sabre-rattling on the land issue. Its ability to shoot itself in the foot
has been demonstrated yet again by the scandals of land redistribution to the politically
powerful and by its high-handed actions over the Ellsworth and Sithole cases. This has
provoked the British government, the main donor of the resettlement programme, into a
position of even greater hostility to land reform. In Namibia an Agricultural Commercial
Land Reform Bill has just been passed a month before the December election. In an
uncanny re-run of the Zimbabwean saga, the government procrastinated until impelled by
the forthcoming election and has been lobbied long and hard by the local commercial
farmers' union, while the politically powerful have found ways of enclosing land. In
Zambia, a land bill has just been thrown out of parliament and the Minister of Lands has
been forced to endure a very rough passage when trying to take it to the people. And when
the new Frelimo government takes power in Mozambique, it will for the first time have to
confront an exceptionally tangled skein of land issues.
Typically governments face severe economic crises. They are required to adopt structural
adjustment programmes whose impact has been to worsen the lot of the poor. As they are
less and less able to provide social services to the bulk of the population, as they once did,
their legitimacy is called into question. Secessionist tendencies (as in Zambia) or strong
regionalism (as in Malawi) have come to the fore. Governments which are strapped for
cash and desperate for foreign investment have tended to make private deals with
foreigners to sell or lease large tracts of land. This is a phenomenon which has been
occurring in many countries.
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Eastern Africa - Land : Misc
Robin Palmer,
'Report on Land in East Africa',
OxfamUK/I, March 1997.
Report draws conclusions from literature survey and Kenyan experience. Conclusions from
survey include: things generally don't work out as planned; learning from experience not
straightforward; much commonly thought of as 'traditional' has been profoundly altered
over time and still changing; land issues always contested and context specific; indigenous
norms, values and practices have shown remarkable persistence; powerful people more
interested in land for speculation than production; many, especially women and pastoralists,
unaware of their rights, of threats to their land, of current proposed legislation or national
debates on land. NGOs have key role to play in redressing this.
Uncontrolled land markets bad for equity and efficiency and encourage food insecurity
among the most vulnerable; governments should intervene minimally in few special cases
where some tenure reform required; technocratic perspective enormously influential within
civil services; many civil servants retain belief in settler myths. Women have different land
needs, preferences and priorities to men; they need independent land rights and increased
inheritance rights. Private acquisition or fencing, encroachment etc. having catastrophic
effects on pastoralist communities and inappropriate for African rangelands; titling has
assisted this process. Land reform tended to favour better off farmers, always involves
hierarchy of beneficiaries with winners and losers. Very rare for women's incomes to rise in
land reform schemes. Individual title often fails to activate agricultural credit market based
on land as collateral; possible to design rural credit programmes which don't rely on land as
collateral; credit from land title often not used for farming; land markets not driven solely
by profit motive; absence oftitledoes not deter investment in farming.
In Tanzania land markets developing very fast; has led to many smallholder peasant farmers
becoming landless or being forced to marginal lands. Liberalisation has led to town dwellers
grabbing land and natural resources for speculation or future security. Power to alienate
land highly abused by functionaries, pastoralists main victims. Survival of pastoralists and
hunter gatherers threatened by widespread alienation of communal lands and loss of access
to traditional pastures caused by government policies and widely held official beliefs that
pastoralists misuse land. Vesting land in executive will fuel insecurity of village based land
tenure in era of liberalisation. Decentralised structure of land administration would ease
adjudication and registration of claims.
In Uganda growing concentration of land in fewer and absentee hands. Sale of land now
widespread, disguised as sales of banana or cassava plantations. Distress sales by the poor.
Buyers and sellers have differing social origins and interests. Land market contributing to
increasing stratification of land holdings and marginalisation of certain groups. Government
wants uniform, nationwide land tenure system. Landlords pushing for freehold and a
market where the state has no controlling hand so they can extract maximum rent and evict
tenants at will Widespread support for ceiling on land acquisitions but this ignored by
government, making mockery of popular consultation.
Lessons from Kenyan experience. High degree of coercion needed to effect consolidation
of holdings in 1950s prior to registration; unanticipated abuses of adjudication procedures;
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high initial and recurrent costs; Mures to maintain registers; disincentives to production
because of neglect of subordinate rights. Tenure conversions led to conflict because
officials underestimated strength of community and family controls and reasons for them.
Credit not worked as expected and denied to most smallholders. Cornrnunity grazing
grounds disappeared because of attempts to individualise every piece of land. Registration
eliminated communal sources of wood. Has been polarisation of land resources with large
class of smallholders and smaller number of absentee landlords, rather than anticipated
emergence of widespread commercial farming. Distribution of power and social influence in
rural society changed considerably. In densely populated areas, subsequent generations
challenged registered titles when attempts made to extinguish their inheritance
rights
through sub-divisions and transfers. Process of tenure reform and aftermath caused great
confusion and insecurity. In areas of severe land shortage led to a marked increase in
disputes over registered land. Impact of tenure conversion devastating; disenfranchised
especially women and children.
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Despite over 30 years of registration, land market not yet clearly emerged in former
reserves, nullifying credit and investment objectives. Dispute system reduced to costly
bureaucratic travesty. Throughout process of adjudication, odds weighted heavily against
the poor, the uneducated, those unfamiliar with bureaucratic ways. A lot depended on
knowing one's rights and being able to enforce them. Those who gained most were rural
elites, urban employed, urban businessmen. Results did not justify effort and staggering
resources invested. Any contribution to growth completely offset by disequilibrium caused.
Influences on inequality may have come from factors other than land tenure.

M
•

Impacts of titling likely to be greater in higher potential, higher population density areas,
where it is often formalisation of individual rights already evolving within indigenous
systems. Most likely to be justified in settlement areas, where high incidence of dispute, or
where new project interventions require full privatisation. May have particularly marked
impacts in areas of shifting cultivation with low population density. Potentially relevant
policy intervention in semi-arid areas with growing erosion problems, but only following
discussion with local people. In Mbeere titling led to investment in soil and water
conservation, tree planting and house construction.

|

Indigenous norms, values and practices have shown remarkable persistence, even in parts
where registration completed. Land markets more active in former white settler areas,
where kinship ties weaker. Registration system bureaucratic, encourages corruption, lacks
transparency. Environmental degradation in regions under customary law due largely to
interference in rural resource management by modernising nation state, not imagined
inherent vices of customary property relations. No upper ceiling on land so people hoard
high value land. Ethnic land clashes in Rift Valley 1993-4 severely undermined juridical and
political integrity of tenure system nationwide.
Two main trends in pastoral areas: privatisation of commons and alienation of pastures for
non-pastoral uses; women have suffered disproportionately. Government policies have led
to breakdown of patterns of mobility, greater vulnerability to drought, declining
productivity, land degradation, creation of wealthy elite, undermining of social institutions
of support and coping strategies. Policy now to extend individualisation to arid and semiarid lands even though not yet proved suitable for agricultural economies. Educated,
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Eastern Africa - Land : Misc
wealthy Maasai pushing for individual holdings. Will lead to disaster because inappropriate
to environment. Legal system dominated by elite hostile and unsympathetic to pastoralists,
who are often unaware of laws governing land and real risks of alienation; hence need for
legal education and conflict resolution strategies. Policies should aim to devolve control
over natural resources to local communities.
Need for laws enabling women to own property and have access to land, guaranteeing
women's right to inherit land as daughters, ensuring widows receive right to inherit
husband's property, that women have access to loans regardless of marital status. Need for
reform of land policy and laws and critical review of management and use of natural
resources, with mil participation from representatives of civil society;flexibleland tenure
regime in which state acts as genuine public trustee; policy initiatives that focus on
identifying, reviving and strengthening traditional norms and institutions that propped up
common property resources; encouragement of collaboration between state agencies and
local level institutions in sustainable management ofnatural resources.

Robin Palmer,
'Land and the Need for Cooperation in East Africa',
The East African, 10-16 March 1997.
Oxfam increasingly concerned about land issues in Africa because people we work with,
farmers, pastoralists, women's groups, local NGOs, environmental organisations, or
government ministries, deeply worried about access to land. Given crucial importance of
land to economies of East Africa, obvious that ownership, access and use of land one of the
key factors in economic policy formulation and poverty alleviation. Crucial that East
African countries learn from experience of each other and countries further afield.
Land a multi-faceted issue. Ridden with conflict and will contain seeds of future conflicts if
not addressed justly now. Real dangers that the powerful will exploit their power and
insider knowledge to detriment of the weak. Oxfam believes land issues too important to
be determined solely by small numbers of politicians or officials, who may be tempted to
make deals in secret.
Land issues always complex and context specific. No easy, glib solutions. Kenyan model of
individual titling and registration once held up as example for others to follow. But most
experts, including from World Bank and Wisconsin Land Tenure Centre, now agreed it
has major flaws, is extremely expensive and has not achieved what it set out to, as resilient
indigenous systems of tenure have continued to co-exist with western ones so official land
registers fail to reflect social reality.
Programmes like Kenya's have often led to inequitable arrangements threatening needs of
the poor and contributing to growing number of urban squatters. Land like education one
of those goods which markets do not necessarily provide well Public action needed to
ensure unrestricted market forces do not lead to increasing polarisation.
Major issue of contention is foreign ownership of land. East Africa keen to attract foreign
investment, especially needed in support of stated government aims of poverty reduction.
But to open door wide to outsiders with no controls, as in Mozambique, may offer short
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term gains for a few but creates huge problems for the fiiture. Carries no guarantee of
reducing poverty, as incomefromtaxation of investors and employment of labour may end
up less than social costs of households dispossessed of land, who cannot afford to feed their
families and have to rely on government subsidies for social services. Anti-poverty
strategies can only succeed on basis of economic growth and equitable distribution of
incomes. To raise incomes, people need more (not less) secure access to land in order to
participate in economic growth.
This no doubt why MPs and others in Uganda and Tanzania pushed for ban on foreign
ownership of land during debates on new legislation. Governments so far resisted popular
pressures, arguing that nothing be done to deter foreign investment. Oxfam argues that if
this viewfinallyprevails when land bills debated this year, checks and safeguards must be in
place to provide adequate protection to citizens. Concerned that if any East African country
chooses to adopt completely open door policy of foreign land ownership, others will be
driven to follow for fear of losing out on possible investment. Must be in their own interests
for East African Governments to work closely together and have common policies on this
highly sensitive issue.
Also strongly believe it is in public interest for genuinely open, participatory debates to be
held on land, so everyone has chance to be fully aware of issues before governments rush
to legislate. Such a process difficult, costly, takes time. But many local NGOs and
committed lawyers and others only too willing to assist such debates and help create
greater popular awareness on land issues. Believe they have key role to play and only out of
such debates can workable laws be created and truly national consensus emerge, balancing
equity with efficiency, justice with expediency. Oxfam believes it is in long term interests of
governments to engage seriously on land with their people, while recognising many issues,
such as often neglected land rights of women, pastoralists and some ethnic groups, always
contentious.
Governments would do well to follow suggestions of Tanzanian Land Commission and
recent Zimbabwean and Mozambican ones of devolving control over land to democratic
local structures rather than trying to control everything centrally. Not easy thing for
governments to do. But step in right direction of building popular consensus which respects
all people's rights to land, not just those of the rich and powerful To pass laws today which
further marginalise the poor will breed serious social conflict tomorrow.
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Angola - Land: Misc
Economist Intelligence Unit,
Angola Country Profile, 1996-97 (London: EIU, 1996).
Alienation of some of best lands to Portuguese settlers during colonial period. Customary
land allocation systems dismantled during colonialism and since, with chiefs replaced by
state nominees. Settlers produced most of the marketed crops, but peasants sold surplus
food, livestock and some cash crops, coffee and cotton, through Portuguese bush traders.
With sudden exodus of Portuguese at Independence in 1975, state in 1977 confiscated
abandoned fazendas (estates) and turned them into agrupamentos de unidades de
produgao (AUPs). These failed along with new state trading companies. The land was
appropriated for individual family farming and the cattle absorbed into peasant herds.
Spread of civil war 1980s and 1990s displaced large part of rural population. AUPs
formally dissolved from 1984, their remaining lands handed over to small farmers. A few
large plantations remained in the state sector, but earmarked for privatisation in early
1990s. Also liberalisation of agricultural prices.
In attempt to keep coffee industry going, state confiscated abandoned plantations,
consolidated them into 33 enterprises. But decline of industry continued. Under
privatisation programme, govemment liquidating all 33 state coffee companies, many of
which broken up into smaller farms. Those up to 500 ha already sold to Angolan farmers,
negotiations started 1992 on medium ones (500-1,000 ha). Foreign investors invited to bid
for the largest (over 1,000 ha). Foreigners can obtain leasehold. Lonrho has acquired
privatised sugar estates. Opening to market forces allowed former Portuguese owners to
reclaim land, which met with resistance from local people claiming it was theirs originally.
1995 land law says only the state can own and distribute land, so privatisation of land is
theoretically not an issue, but fears that the politically powerful could exploit situation.
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Botswana - Land: Misc
Pauline Peters,
'Manoeuvres and Debates in the Interpretation of Land Rights in Botswana',
Africa, 62,1992,413-34.
Shows how transformation in both practices and concepts are involved in changing patterns
of rights to and use of grazing land in Botswana over past five decades. Symbolic struggle
over legitimate naming centrally involved in attempts to change and preserve patterns of
rights in land. Looks at emergence of private ownership of wells and its implications for
land rights and practical and metaphorical use offences in situation of conflicting rights on
a divided range. Attempt to understand processes of transformation in emergence of private
claims to graying lands. Since 1980, surveys have shown increasingly skewed distribution
of cattle and claims by borehole owners to more exclusiverightsto grazing land.

Duma Gideon Boko,
'Marginalization and Equal Access to Land: the case of Basarwa',
Southern and Eastern Africa Regional Conference on Experiences, Perspectives and
Strategies on Land Reform and Land Rights in Rural and Urban Settings,
Johannesburg, June 1996.
Abject poverty and deprivation of Basarwa hunter gatherers. Integration imposed on
them. Government completely ignored Basarwa uses of land and imposed Tswana
system. Laws do not recognise other rights in and uses of land than Tswana models of
land tenure. Basarwa land appropriated for commercial purposes without consultation.
No thought given to entrenching minority rights in constitution. A case for
compensation and reparation. Many farms on which Basarwa now live owned by ruling
elite.
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Kenya - Land Tenure
H.W.O. Okoth-Ogendo,
'Land Tenure and Natural Resource Management: The Kenya Experience',
Workshop on Land Tenure Issues in Natural Resource Management, Addis Ababa, March
1996.
80% population lives in medium to high potential areas, only 20% in vast arid or semi-arid
lands (ASALs). Kenya unable after 50 years to arrive at suitable property regime for
sustainable management of natural resources. This depends on property regime. This
defines tenure, ie. manner in which resources may be obtained and conditions under which
used and nature and extent of public interest in resources. Property regime culturally
determined, represents network of obligations and quality and quantity of rights. In past 45
years Kenya has sought to reorganise proprietary basis of land holding and use. Concerned
mainly with conversion of indigenous land tenure into regime based on English notions of
private property. Indigenous property regimes, especially tenure relations, supposedly
incapable of generating discipline, industry, efficiency and security necessary for sustainable
management of land. Private property a necessary pre-condition.
Colonial administrators decided land tenure was cause of African agrarian decline. Too
much difluseness hence fertile cause of disputes. No security of tenure, so disincentive to
long-term capital investment and insecure basis for raising production credit. Allowed
individuals, lineages or clans to acquire multiple parcels of land, thus encouraging
fragmentation, thus minimising returns to labour and time. Inheritance procedures accused
of encouraging sub-division, leading rapidly to sub-economic units. So proper husbandry
impossible. Hence Swynnerton Plan, launched 1956 Central Province. Massive programme
of conversion which will take century to complete. Expected to take 10 years. By 1990
only 16% land available for tenure conversion had been registered, mostly in medium to
high potential areas.
In theory registration was judicial act which finally converted indigenous into English
property regime. But does this occur either in fact or law and are its consequences of value
to culture, economy and society? Individual title supposed to make it easy to obtain farm
credit. Credit agencies lent money on security of tenure. Assumption was that recovery
could be induced by threats of foreclosure and sale. Reality has been different. Very high
default rates convinced credit institutions it was unsafe to lend money on security of title
alone. They now demand substantial collateral before they grant loans, thus effectively
excluding most smallholders. Commercial banks which mushroomed since 1980s have
completely withdrawn from smallholder firm credit market, deal exclusively with large
farm operators.
Impact of tenure conversion on land market difficult to assess. May have generated active
market for rural elites before registration done. Traditional tenancy and sharecropping
agreements continued. Those who gained most were rural elites and urban employed and
businessmen. Distribution of power and social influence in rural society changed
considerably. Subsequent generations soon began to challenge indefeasibility of registered
title in dense population areas when attempts made to extinguish their inheritance rights
through subdivisions and transfers.
Tenure conversion supposed to free individuals from fetters of community control. Ignored
fact that community and family controls had important role to play. Guaranteed stability of
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social reproduction, security of access to land, integrity of transgenerational rights and
equity in distribution among social groups. So conversion process has and will continue to
generate tension or conflict because of resilience of customary perceptions of land
rights,
continuation of informal subdivisions and sluggish behaviour of land market. Disappearance
of community grazing grounds because of attempts to individualise every piece of land.
Families can no longer pasture livestock awayfromtheir registered parcels.
Broadly believed, not necessarily correctly, that women had no land rights under
indigenous law. All members of society had guaranteed access to land, but quality of that
access varied with manner in which membership acquired, Le. birth, marriage, co-optation
or adoption. Extinguishment of membership status meant rights of member compromised,
but this rare, so access rights, even for married women and widows, by and large stable.
Impact of customary tenure conversion devastating. Those in charge of adjudication
ignored established access rights, assuming that power of control vested in lineage or family
head was equivalent to ownership. Generally recorded heads as exclusive owners. So in
theory number of present and all future community members disenfranchised, greatest
losers being women and children. Conversion process may have transformed women
from
guaranteed accessrightsholders to agricultural labourers.
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By 1968 evident that massive appropriation of arid and semi-arid lands occurring under
guise of tenure conversion. Led to concept of group representation. Group ranching
schemes failed so pressure for sub-division gathered momentum Policy is now to extend
indrvidualisation to all ASAL districts, even though such a policy regime has yet to be
proved suitable for fully sedentarised and primarily agricultural economies. Potential for
social conflicts over land use decision making looms very large.

•

Complexity of new system has led to public mistrust of the property and land use system,
e.g. registration process. Ethnic land clashes in Rift Valley 1993-4 severely undermined
juridical and political integrity of tenure system nationwide. Those who bought outside
original ethnic territories no longer certain legal system capable of offering protection to
accrued land rights. Individual tenure refused to recognise existence of common property
resources, so unable to deal with ASALs.
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Diana Hunt,
The Impacts of
q Individual Land Titling in Mbeere, Eastern Kenya,
Discussion Paper in Economics, 01/96, University of Sussex, January 1996.

B

Examines impacts of titling in semi-arid, low population density, low fanning potential
area of eastern Kenya. Argued that impacts nicely to be greater than in higher potential,
higher population density areas, where titling often formalisation of individual rights
already evolved within indigenous system Provides confirmation that titling does not
necessarily lead to a market for farm credit. Shows titling has not had uniform impact
on people's sense of security of possession, but implications of this for long-term
investment are ambiguous. Some evidence of increase in activity in land market but not
all transactions geared to increased efficiency of land use. Unequal distribution of land
following titling may create first time land constraint for some households. Tiding has
created inducement to make long term investments in soil and water conservation.
Created need for many to move residence with impetus on house building.
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Main arguments for titling include: to reduce uncertainty and disputes, encourage
investment and security, raise efficiency, land as collateral for credit. Pushed by Feder
and World Bank in 1980s following research in Thailand. USAID supported it because
believed shifting cultivation environmentally damaging. But critics reject this: lack of
title has not prevented developments in crop mix and cropping practices, indigenous
tenure not rigid, surveys can increase disputes. Evidence from Africa shows: title often
fails to activate credit market based on land as collateral, possible to design rural credit
programmes which don't rely on land as collateral, credit from land title often not used
for farming, land markets not driven solely by profit motive, widespread adoption of
tree crops shows absence of title does not deter investment in farming, with land
scarcity and a free land market it is usually the rich (often absentees) who first exploit
gains while the poor and those in temporary economic crisis are induced to sell Now
widely agreed that strength of economic case for titling varies positively with the
degree of pressure on land, strength of investment opportunities in agriculture and
degree of local demand.
1991 and 1994 Migot-Adholla etc. surveys found land markets in Kenya operating
more actively in the former white settler areas, where traditional kinship ties and
indigenous norms impose fewer restrictions on land sales. Authors conclude that titling
most likely to be justified in settlement areas, where there is high incidence of dispute
or where new project interventions require full privatisation. Many conclude that most
effective form of policy intervention would be for governments to assist indigenous
systems to operate more effectively e.g. by voluntary registration.
Not seeking to make clear cut case for or against titling, but to enhance understanding
of range of impacts. Adjudication taken over 20 years in Mbeere since mid-1970s, but
even now only small number (21% of sample) have actual title deeds. Not all land
disputes yet resolved. Some outcomes of titling ambiguous, some differ between short
and long term. Impact of interventions like land reform contingent on particular
circumstances. Outcomes not easy to predict, often unintended and accidental
consequences. Supports hypothesis that titling may have particularly marked impacts in
areas of shifting cultivation with low population density. Led to investment in soil and
water conservation, tree planting and house construction. Titled land in Mbeere
patently unequally distributed. Now up to lineage heads to decide to what extent (if at
all) they will continue to observe pre-existing responsibilities for access to land by
lineage members. Decisions on adjudication policy should be area specific. Titling
potentially a relevant policy intervention in semi-arid areas with growing erosion
problems, but only following discussion with local people.
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Bondi D. Ogolla with John Mugabe,
'Land Tenure Systems and Natural Resource Management',
Calestous Juma and J.B. Ojwang (Eds),
In Land We Trust: Environment, Private Property and Constitutional Change
(Nairobi and London: Initiatives Publishers and Zed Books, 1996), 85-116.
Customary, modern and public land tenure systems coexist in Kenya. Latter refers to
government as private owner. Process of adjudication and registration slow and costly.
Despite 40 years of implementing modernisation, customary land tenure remains the
most widespread and dominant system. Remarkable persistence of customary norms,
values and practices even in areas where registration has been completed.
Environmental degradation in regions under customary law due largely to interference
in rural resource management by modernising nation state rather than supposed
inherent vices of customary property relations. Decline of regulatory capacity of
customary land tenure systems implies that policy initiatives must focus on identifying,
reviving and strengthening traditional norms and institutions that propped up common
property resources (CPRs). Implies rethinking role of the state in land tenure and use
issues at the local level, empowering local institutions to determine questions of access
to and use of land and other natural resources, enabling women to own property and
have access to land, and encouraging collaboration between state agencies and local
level institutions in management of natural resources.
From 1968 registration of group ranches in arid and semi-arid areas. This system now
in transition with many areas now pressing for sub-division into individual holdings.
Pressure coming mostly from educated and wealthy Maasai. Forced government to
alter policy, with sub-divisions from 1990. This may portend economic, ecological and
cultural disaster for the Maasai; private lands not appropriate for the environment.
Process of tenure reform and its aftermath caused considerable confusion and
insecurity. In areas of severe land shortage, bice Central Province, marked increase in
disputes and litigation related to registered land. Argued that modernisation has had
positive impacts in land use management, e.g. tree planting. But registration eliminated
communal sources of wood and so forced landholders to develop individual sources.
Also argued that factors other than tenure reform (e.g. improved infrastructure and
extension services) explain remarkable improvements in agricultural output in 1960s
and 1970s. Adverse effects of absentee landlordism, with large tracts of land lying idle,
and of dualism in tenure arrangements with its resulting conflicts, e.g. tree planting in
unregistered areas as an attempt to assert title. As population pressure outside
increased, tendency to alienate more and more public (government) land for
settlement. Classic model of wrapping nature hi protected areas that exclude other
forms of land use has led to conflict between people and game and forest areas. Need
to harmonise imperatives of conservation with resource needs of local communities.
Existing land tenure arrangements have contributed to environmental degradation and
unsustainable use of land. This has arisen from dominant belief that unrestricted
property rights are imperative for rational land use decision making and management,
from decline hi regulatory aspects of CPRs, from misconception concerning public
rights in private property and attendant ineffectual nature of state regulatory functions
and powers. Alternative policies should aim at defining property rights hi manner that
incorporates the conservation ethic. Should aim to devolve control over natural
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resources to local communities and encourage appropriate regimes for sustainable
resource management.

Shem £ . Migot-Adholla and John W. Bruce,
'Introduction: Are Indigenous African Tenure Systems Insecure?',
John W. Bruce and Shem E. Migot-Adholla (Eds), Searching for Land Tenure
Security in Africa (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 1994), 1-13.
Introduction: Several evaluations of Kenya programme have observed that
individualisation has led to land concentration, increased marginalisation and
landlessness as people in power take advantage of the less powerful. But these
assessments may have over idealised perception of traditional institutions and include
influences on inequality that may result from factors separate from land tenure.
Conclusion: Even in Kenya, factors such as farm size and market access may
overwhelm titling impacts. National legislation of tenure reform has limited capacity to
change behaviour, as Kenya experience demonstrates. Kenya studies here show that
indigenous values persisted and majority felt they could not sell land without approval
of families, reflecting judgement that social security function of land remains
paramount and compliance with community mores and access to community
mechanisms for coping with hard times still of great importance.

Shem £ . Migot-Adholla, Frank Place, and W. Oluoch-Kosura,
'Security of Tenure and Land Productivity in Kenya',
John W. Bruce and Shem E. Migot-Adholla (Eds), Searching for Land Tenure
Security in Africa (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt, 1994), 119-40.
Land has not developed into fully saleable commodity within former reserves, so its
utility as collateral limited. Given extensive registration programme and high density of
agricultural population, Kenya provides interesting opportunity to investigate efficacy
of tenure conversion as instrument for increased output. Land committees designed by
Swynnerton to protect peasants from dispossessing themselves. In fact have acted to
undermine free operation of land transactions, allowing them only among members of
local communities. Despite over 30 years of registration, a land market, considered a
key benefit of tenure conversion, has not yet clearly emerged in former reserves. This
has nullified credit and investment objectives of registration. Tenure conversion has not
extinguished indigenous tenure systems. Dispute system reduced to costly bureaucratic
travesty. Debatable whether land regulation and administration can still be justified on
economic benefits.
Hypothesis that security of tenure leads to higher yields through effects on credit,
inputs and land improvements not supported by evidence. Indigenous tenure systems
persist showing how difficult it is for governments to legislate changes in way
communities control their most precious resource. Land titles have not prevented high
incidence of disputes. Possession of title did not significantly affect productivity,
probably because of limited use of formal credit. Farmers reluctant to apply for credit
because they doubt ability to repay loans and fear losing land. Very few farmers have
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lost land after defaulting. Formal lenders have found it very difficult to dispose of land
because of lack of buyers and local hostility to outsiders. Farmers increasingly
reluctant to use title deed as collateral (many title deeds uncollected), formal credit
institutions do not put much faith in title deed because difficult to sell when farmer
defaults. Because title does not benefit farmers through use of credit or increase in
yields, many farmers will continue to find cost of obtaining title greater than its
benefits. Land registers will become even more outdated. Most transactions in study
area carried on in accordance with indigenous practices rather than statutory law. Not
clear whether newly empowered elders expected to apply customary or statutory law
or natural justice. Ambivalence suggests need for simplified land administration system
requiring unification and updating of existing land legislation to conform with current
social and economic reality.
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Michael R. Carter, Keith D. Wiebe, and Benoit Blarel,
'Tenure Security for Whom?: Differential Effects of Land Policy in Kenya',
John W. Bruce and Shem E. Migot-Adholla (Eds), Searching for Land Tenure
Security in Africa (Ttobuqae: Kendall/Hunt, 1994), 141-68.
Title status less important in determination of productivity than factors such as farm
size and mode of access to land together with their implications for access to markets,
non-farm income and wealth. Thus efforts to enhance smallholder productivity via land
tenure reform alone likely to meet with limited success. Limitations on supply of good
agricultural land and on opportunities outside agriculture combine with high
population growth rates to raise serious doubts about suitability of land concentration
as an engine for growth, as envisaged by Swynnerton.
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Thomas C. Pinckney and Peter K. Kimuyu,
'Land Tenure Reform in East Africa: Good, B
Bad or Unimportant',
Journal of African Economies, 3, 1994,1-28.

•

Theoretically there should be more land-secured credit, investment, active land market,
inequality in community under freehold tenure compared to one in which state owns
and allocates land. Detailed evidence from two communities in Kenya and Tanzania
suggests none of these conclusions holds because stated policy differences do not
cause land markets to perform differently. Results in broad agreement with other
studies that show that indigenous land tenure arrangements provide considerable
security for investment and continue to have strong impacts on land markets even
when they are no longer in effect according to the law.
Find no difference in outcomes of radically different policies towards land in Kenya
and Tanzania. Neither community (Murang'a and Kilimanjaro coffee areas) able to use
land as collateral for formal sector loans; security of tenure not enhanced by
entitlement; no additional incentive to invest in land; neither community shows
evidence of small, inefficient farmers selling out to larger, more efficient farmers; in
neither community have land purchases and sales caused increasing inequality in the
ownership of local land. Titling did not lead to increased inequality in Kenya (as feared
by Tanzanians) nor did it have major impact on investment or credit (as hoped by
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Kenya - Land Tenure
Swynnerton). Titling in many ways caused more problems than it resolved. Given these
and other results elsewhere, radical reforms of land policies which are expensive in
financial and manpower terms unlikely to be cost effective. Governments can best
devote resources to other uses and intervene to minimum extent possible in the few
special cases where some tenure reform is required, e.g. where indigenous system
under considerable stress, settlement areas, zones of ethnic conflict. Governments can
guide and coax, giving incentives to move towards more individualisation while
maintaining usage rights of others, but allowing for indigenous system to evolve rather
than be overturned.

Lars-Erik Birgegard,
Natural Resource Tenure: A review of issues and experiences with emphasis on SubSaharan Africa, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, International Rural
Development Centre, Rural Development Studies 31 (Uppsala 1993).
Kenya experience shows that, contrary to expectations, introduction of formal
registration system may lead to increased tenure insecurity. Formal system operates
parallel to and partly in conflict with different indigenous systems it failed to replace. In
major study of Kenya (Shipton) no significant relationship found between possession
of title and use of formal credit. Argument for titling considerably undermined by
weakness and slow growth of land markets permitting sales of foreclosed land and
difficulties of foreclosing. Kenya experience suggests titling cannot speed up formation
of united and more efficient land markets. This because forms and terms for land
transfer, including sales, determined by economic, social and cultural factors which are
not altered by administrative fiat through titling. Criticism of indigenous systems
producing fragmentation not backed up. World Bank study of Ghana, Rwanda, Kenya
says fragmentation does not seem to adversely affect agricultural productivity and farm
fragmentation often a sensible risk spreading strategy. Though empirical evidence not
conclusive, most observers conclude from Kenyan experience that individualisation of
tenure for arable land contributes to increased inequality. Women's tenure rights
eroded by commercialisation, individualisation, formal titling.

Fiona Mackenzie,
'"A Piece of Land Never Shrinks": Reconceptuauzing Land Tenure in a Smallholding
District, Kenya',
Thomas J. Bassett and Donald E. Crummey (Eds), Land in African Agrarian Systems
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993), 194-221.
Case histories Murang'a, Central Province, illustrate nature of contemporary struggle
towards land at intrahousehold level, suggest reconceptualisation of rights to land
which gives visibility to processes of class and gender differentiation, identify
antecedents to present struggle. Suggests analytical framework based on notion of
legal pluralism where both customary and statutory law conceived as arenas of
struggle to which men and women have access. Customary rights not extinguished by
registration of individual title. Men have upper edge. They control land through
customary practices of succession and legitimate their rights where they do not hold
title deeds, but this has little relation to past practice.
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John W. Bruce,
'A Perspective on Indigenous Land Tenure Systems and Land Concentration',
R.E. Downs and S.P. Reyna (Eds), Land and Society in Contemporary Africa
(Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1988), 1-22.
Kenya's programme the most ambitious. Remarkably successful as field operation, but
impossible to determine how much prosperity owed to tenure reform, how much to
other initiatives. Strategy not worked out as planned. Farmers failed to comply with
laws and where they have, it is with objectives different from those anticipated. May be
questioned whether results justified effort involved. Not anticipated that those with
influence would exploit adjudication and consolidation of holdings. They failed to
recognise variety of secondary rights under indigenous tenure, so depriving many
people, including women. Creation of new landlessness through transactions, some
increase in tenancy, major rural-urban migration, partly stimulated by increased
landlessness. Sale frequently an act of financial desperation. Tenure reform a cause of
landlessness, but its impact on distribution patterns unclear.

Sara Berry,
'Concentration without Privatization?: Some Consequences of Changing Patterns of
Rural Land Control in Africa',
R.E. Downs and S.P. Reyna (Eds), Land and Society in Contemporary Africa
(Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1988), 53-75.
In Kenya patterns of access not fully determined either by process of registration or by
continued exercise of rights based on descent etc. At times registration itself based on
socially defined rights of access and local land boards have continued to recognise
claims of descent groups or realities of patron-client relations in awarding titles and
interpreting them. So purchase of large areas by powerful individuals has led in
practice to far less large-scale farming or unequal distribution of agricultural income
than early commentators predicted.

Parker Shipton,
'The Kenyan Land Tenure Reform: Misunderstandings in the Public Creation of
Private Property',
R.E. Downs and S.P. Reyna (Eds), Land and Society in Contemporary Africa
(Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1988), 91-135.
Looks at negative experience of patrilineal Luo with government attempts to register
and privatise land ownership. Difficult to carry out. Left control in hands of local
elders. Led to numerous conflicts whose resolutions tended to favour the wealthy and
influential, stimulated growth of largely unregulated land market, weakened security of
tenure of smallholders, led to degree of concentration of ownership or control both by
wealth and gender, but without facilitating granting of credit or leading to increases in
production which had been envisaged.
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Anne Fleuret,
'Some Consequences of Tenure and Agrarian Reform in Taita, Kenya',
RE. Downs and S.P. Reyna (Eds), Land and Society in Contemporary Africa
(Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1988), 136-58.
Land reform among patrilineal Taita failed to provide majority with farms capable of
providing food and cash needs of household, while helping to legitimise and perpetuate
existing inequities in land distribution. Land reform has hurt indigenous farming
system's capacity to manage risk and jeopardised women's access to land and ability to
make agricultural decisions. Predicts land reform will soon lead to concentration in
hands of wealthier and landlessness for poorer.

Stephen Orvis,
'The Kenyan Agrarian Debate: A Reappraisal',
African Studies Review, 36, 3,1993, 23-48.
Contribution to debate on whether emergence of rural market economy preserves
homogeneous peasantry or dissolves it into landed and landless classes. Eventual
development of latter does not mean that highly productive capitalist economy will
emerge. Land transfer from poor to rich seems to be producing fragmented holding
pattern that may well limit productive potential and rural incomes. Different areas of
country at different stages.

Parker Shipton,
'Debts and Trespasses: Land, Mortgages, and the Ancestors in Western Kenya',
Africa, 62, 1992, 357-88.
Luo experience demonstrates that assumption that allocation of private land titles helps
small farmers gain access to credit is inappropriate. Land claims justified by labour,
presence of ancestral graves and group membership which these represent. These
patterns persist despite individual titling since 1950s. Lenders and buyers face stiff
social and political violence, sometimes violent. Land register has become obsolete,
double dealing proliferates, mortgage system breaking down.

Angelique Haugerud,
'Land Tenure and Agrarian Change in Kenya',
Africa, 59, 1989, 61-90.
Land titling among Embu has not led to significant investments in agriculture.
Although credit available, funds most often channelled into off-farm investments such
as charcoal production, children's education and land speculation. Kenya's formal and
informal tenure systems interact in unpredictable and disruptive manner. Uncertainty
and conflict regarding claims to titled land persist and there is wide divergence
between land register and actual patterns of use and access. Individuals continue to
have overlapping access. Cultivation of scattered family plots continues for reasons
related to both ecology and social organisation. Official system of individual freehold
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titles poorly accommodates flexible and negotiable land rights and obligations
associated with extended families and frequent changes in household composition.
Unregistered land transactions common and become part of complex web of claims
and counter-claims in formal and informal legal contexts. Post-reform land market has
not encouraged agrarian entrepreneurship. Agricultural investment not primary
motivation of accumulating land through purchase.
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Angelique Haugerud,
"The Consequences of Land Tenure Reform among Smallholders in the Kenya
Highlands',
Rural Africana, 15-16, 1983, 65-89.
Land tenure reform did not eliminate pre-reform patterns of holdings fragmented to
spread risk, accommodate family developmental cycle changes and interpersonal
conflict and exploit advantages of Mt. Kenya's marked diversity of natural
environment. Fragmentation and multiple access persist off the register. Land
accumulation occurring but tendency towards even greater fragmentation among
purchasers of larger holdings. Land purchase nearly always associated with significant
off-farm income. Land being held for speculative purposes.

H.W.O. Okoth-Ogendo,
"The Perils of Land Tenure Reform: The Case of Kenya',
J.W. Arntzen, L.D. Ngcongco and S.D. Turner (Eds),
Land Policy and Agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa (Tokyo: United Nations
University, 1986), 79-89.
Paper given at 1982 United Nations University workshop in Botswana. Assumption of
workshop was that for agricultural development policies to succeed, they need to be
founded on land policies which emphasise reform of tenure rather than of agrarian
structures and conditions under which production relations operate. Individual
ownership seen as foundation of economic initiative. Offered as explanation for alleged
inability of indigenous tenure to stimulate agricultural development and seen as
panacea for overcoming underdevelopment. So staggering resources invested in tenure
reform programmes. 1972-4 research in western Kenya (Kisii and South Nyanza)
shows perils that have befallen rural societies. Any contribution to growth completely
offset by emergence of economic disparities, redistribution of political power and
greater disequilibrium of socio-cultural institutions. Reforms poorly administered and
failed to appreciate nature of customary land rights, weakened rural social structures
by transferring many of their functions to the state and by shifting basis of
accountability from indigenous to new and alien norms and principles. Most farmers
did not see new tenure system as conferring exclusive power, as Swynnerton expected,
rather as something heterogeneous and divisible, remained custodian, not expropriator
of a lineage asset, subject to all the obligations that flow from that.
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H.W.O. Okoth-Ogendo,
'African Land Tenure Reform',
Judith Heyer, J.K. Maitha and W.M. Senga (Eds), Agricultural Development in
Kenya: An Economic Assessment (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1976), 152-86.
Not convinced that tenure reform a necessary prerequisite for land development, as
widely presumed. Studies elsewhere suggest individualisation of title in itself seldom
leads to revolution in agriculture. Wrong to have emphasised economic growth as goal
of reform. Needed broader understanding. Should have raised qualitative questions
about pattern of land distribution nicely to develop, ability and ease with which society
would adapt to changes and constraints and contradictions likely to arise in course of
change.

Peter D. Little and David W. Brokensha,
'Local Institutions, Tenure and Resource Management in East Africa',
David Anderson and Richard Grove (Eds), Conservation in Africa: People, Policies
and Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 193-209.
The local management of rangelands and forests in East Africa is studied. In addition
to changes in land tenure, the effects of changes in the levels of decision making,
wealth differentiation, commercial market linkages, and demographic pressure on
resource management are analysed. The cases of range and forest management in the
Maasai, H Chamus, and Mbeere areas in Kenya confirm that change in tenure is only
one of the many factors that have implications for resource use. The transformation of
the indigenous resource management system, traditionally based on a common
property basis, is caused by both social and agrarian change. Shows that these changes
have increasingly differentiated producers, restricted their access to resources, created
markets for agricultural produce, strained domestic labour supply, and weakened local
institutions for managing natural resources.

Simon F.R. Coldham,
'Land-Tenure Reform in Kenya',
Journal of Modern African Studies, 17, 1979, 615-27.
Land adjudication programme designed to abolish customary law and provide basis for
efficient farming sector. But land registers unreliable and (Maasai) group ranches
failing. Many sales and even more successions unregistered. Futile to expect people to
change behaviour simply because there is law on statute book. Always divergence
between law in books and law in action as long as development policies formulated
and implemented from above.
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Simon Coldham,
'The Effect of Registration of Title upon Customary Land Rights in Kenya',
Journal of African Law, 22,1978, 91-111.

I
I
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Looks at way customary land rights affected by land adjudication and registration
process. Ambitious programme of social engineering. Started in economically
advanced Kikuyu country. Dominant concern of land adjudication authorities was to
record individual ownership and no attempt was made to record or otherwise protect
customary rights which did not amount to ownership, despite fact that customary law
continued to govern allocation and inheritance of land and that certain customary
interests in land continued to exist on large scale among Kikuyu. This cavalier attitude
dangerous if adopted elsewhere where clan controls over land remain strong and no
land market exists. Clear that even in areas where land is registered, customary law
continues to govern way in which most people deal with land.
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Kenya Human Rights Commission,
Ours by Right, Theirs by Might: A Study on Land Clashes (Nairobi: KHRC, 1996).
Second Report of Commission's Land Rights Program, following earlier one on
squatters. Reports on women and land and on corruption to follow.
Hoping to elicit new awareness in citizens of their land ownership rights. 1991-3 ethnic
clashes over land in parts of Rift Valley, Nyanza and Western Provinces left over 1,500
dead and displaced c.250,000. This in spite of Constitutional rights guaranteeing
private property (Section 75) and right of citizens to live in any part of Kenya (Section
81). Constitution will not protect individual rights as long as there is lack of political
will to enforce it. Need for comprehensive land policy to fully protect all citizens'
rights to land. Land issue can only be effectively redressed by thorough and gendersensitive constitutional reform. Thorny issues include gender insensitrvity and squatter
problem. Complexity of land use and resource management, human rights, minority
land rights, interaction between individual and public interest.
Lawlessness sanctioned by government agents who merely watched as mayhem spread.
Some fanned the violence. Perpetrators not apprehended. Started by those opposed to
multi-party democracy. Incitement of the poor by greedy politicians. Inciting ethnic
animosity of Kalenjin and Maasai (termed indigenous communities of Rift Valley)
against others (termed migrants or foreigners), who had originally settled there during
colonial era. Government blames opposition and vice versa. Made Kenyans realise
need to revisit land rights issues in Constitution and if necessary amend it to guarantee
people their rights. Need to evolve clear land ownership policy.
Post-independence policies, relentlessly and recklessly pursued, created room for
speculative market which many of the elite took advantage of to buy out defaulting
smallholders. Enjoyed speculative value of farms so some of best land has remained
under-utilised.
General sense of insecurity and tension still prevails in almost all affected areas. Most
victims of land clashes have still not returned to land from which they were evicted.
Some had title deeds to land, others were members of cooperative societies or land
buying companies which had block titles to former European farms.
Recommendations. Should not be assumed that current political structures are
sacrosanct. Necessary to define new objectives to prevent, manage and resolve clashes.
Avoid inflammatory statements. Government must genuinely meet representatives of
the people. Need to build a more tolerant society and create democratic space for
conflict prevention. Need for fair distribution of administrative posts in multi-ethnic
areas. Land control institutions must resolve all pending cases. NGOs and others to
extend civic education to all citizens affected by clashes. Litigation against
perpetrators. Security intensified to guarantee safe return. Government to stop
partitioning provincial and district boundaries on ethnic basis as this promotes myth of
tribal exclusiveness. Settlement plans should involve NGOs and churches which have
assisted victims.
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Human Rights Watch/Africa,
Failing the Internally Displaced: The UNDP Displaced Persons Program in Kenya
(New York and London: HRW/Africa, 1997).

•
"

UNDP programme 1993-5 to reintegrate estimated 300,000 people displaced by ethnic
land clashes fell far short of what could have been achieved. Thousands remained
displaced and key issues not addressed. Government capitalised on unaddressed and
competing land ownership issues dating from colonial period between pastoral Kalenjin
and Maasai, ousted by white settlers, and Kikuyu, Luhya and Luo agricultural
labourers who settled on the land after independence and were helped by government
to buy farms. Many Kikuyu bought land in Rift Valley Province in 1960s and 1970s,
some moving from overcrowded Central Province. These farms at centre of ethnic
violence. By 1993 estimated 1,500 had died and 300,000 internally displaced, threequarters of them children. Government undermined and obstructed reintegration
efforts. Fraudulent land transfers or pressurised land sales continued throughout the
programme, especially in Rift Valley. UNDP did not push for land law reform, it was
too compromised with a government which has never sought to redress destruction
and loss it instigated.
Long term effect of violence is lasting alteration of land ownership patterns in affected
areas and significant reduction in number of non-Kalenjin land holders, particularly in
Rift Valley. Government has continued to remove certain ethnic groups. Increased
possession of land by Kalenjin and Maasai benefits Moi government, which expects
their political support for having got 'their' land back and for increasing their wealth.
Thousands of non-Kalenjin with title deeds or mortgage notes rendered virtually
destitute because of their ethnicity. Some have joined ranks of the urban poor. No
steps taken to address irregularities in land ownership and sales. Some have had title
deeds transferred without their knowledge, some have sold at far below market rates.
Government well aware that many displaced are poor and unaware of their legal rights.
Consolidating and legalising illegal gains from violence. To ensure large gatherings of
victims not visible to visitors, officials dispersed camps with no consideration of where
victims could go. This continued into 1996 with result that now virtually impossible to
identify those displaced by violence. Human Rights Watch/Africa calls on UNDP to
ensure that human rights and protection components are central part of future
programmes for the internally displaced. Recommends donors continue to follow
situation of displaced closely and support NGO efforts to assist them.
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African Rights,
Kenya Shadow Justice (London: African Rights, 1996).

I

Book on the justice system with a chapter on 'land and the people: the politics of
dispossession'. Open disputes over land rights and ownership since independence.
Both colonial and independent governments used land to consolidate political power,
resulting in dispossession and impoverishment. Government uses illegal gifts of land to
buy political support. Moi partially successful in creating 'KANU zones' in provinces
by ruthless evictions. 'Land grabbing' an ubiquitous complaint in Kenyan society. Land
and the law has had chequered history and is wide open to political exploitation. Since
1981 government moved to take resolution of land issues out of formal courts into
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hands of panels of elders and members of the administration because they were
politically loyal. Much legal confusion ensued, leading to farther conflict. This the
context for 1992-3 land clashes. Feared new Land Tribunals will act as 'legitimate'
means of consolidating areas 'vacated' during clashes. Moi says publicly that courts
should not handle land matters. Law has done nothing to allay popular fears that
wealthy and influential individuals are managing to accumulate huge tracts of land with
impunity. Very little use of courts by people attacked or dispossessed during clashes.
They felt powerless. Clear assumption that courts and formal justice system had
deteriorated to point of impotence. Widely believed that administration condoned
attacks. Many of those evicted ended up before magistrates charged with theft, assault
or vagrancy. Lawyers and magistrates intimidated from taking up cases in courts.
Influence also commonly applied in rural courts.
So people remain displaced. Many feel unable to move back permanently, so live
nearby in rented accommodation. Many have sold their land because they see no long
term security, feeling intimidated by hostile neighbours. They have to sell cheaply in a
buyer's market. Livelihoods of people and faith in institutions undermined on a daily
basis. Widespread belief that 'Kenyan law today works in favour of the one with
power' and fears that this will lead people to resort to violent means to resolve
property disputes and to disintegration of the state.
Explosive land issue and rise of violence daily reminder of government's inability to
address conflict. Urban elite focus on justice system has not begun to tackle basic
problems of popular access to justice. People have no protection against violence by
police, no confidence to resist violent powers of local administration, no reassurance
that their land today will be then: land tomorrow. A country in which its people have
no faith in the justice system is a country in crisis.

Kenya Energy and Environment Organizations (KENGO),
'The Management of Land and Land Based Resources in Kenya: Proposals for a
National Policy and Legal Framework,' KENGO, September 1996.
Summary report of the Environmental Law Review Project, which, after 16 months,
recognised that the overriding problem revolved around the issue of land. KENGO,
founded 1981, a membership organisation of grassroot NGOs and institutions
concerned with sustainable environmental management. Paper emphasises crucial need
for reform of land policy and laws and for critical review of approaches and methods
relating to management and use of natural resources. Calls for a national land policy
and one basic law on land. Highlights need for natural resource management to be
reviewed with full participation from representatives of civil society.
Around 20m Kenyans live on 17% land, majority owning tiny parcels. In Nyanza,
Western and Central Provinces, average household parcel size declined from 2 to 1.6ha
1982-92 with increase from 15% to 25% in households with little or no guaranteed
access to land. No upper ceiling on per capita holding, so people hoard high value land
in former white highlands and urban areas. Adjudication process largely ignored
women's access rights within customary systems and instead emphasised lineage and
family heads. With negotiable title, some men have found it easier to dispose of lands,
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thus depriving weaker groups of their secondary or derivative rights and rendering
their families landless and destitute. Individual title, usually held in name of male head
of household, has thus worked to disadvantage of women and children. Sale of land
frequently an act of desperation on part of sellers.
Government trusteeship has not provided adequate safeguards. Commissioner of
Lands has enormous powers with virtually no checks. Land registration and
administration structure bureaucratic, encourages corruption, lacks mechanisms for
transparency. Land register do not reflect reality, so innocent purchaser buying parcel
of land also buys a law suit and wrath of community Emergent land market largely
unregistered and likely to remain so. Government does not have resources to monitor,
let alone control, the many kinds of land exchanges that happen every season, which
are ad hoc and individually tailored in which land is only one of many mutually
interchangeable goods, such as loans, rentals, barter, swaps and sales.
Absolute ownership has not triggered responsible or optimal land use practices. Only
30% processed titles actually collected by owners. Recent policy changes in
agricultural sector have focused on price de-controls and market liberalisation.
Criticised for lack of safety nets for the poor and adopting far-reaching policies
without full understanding of impacts.
Adam Leach,
'The Case for Land Reform in Kenya: Legal and Socio-Economic Aspects of Land
Tenure since Independence',
Southern and Eastern Africa Regional Conference on Experiences, Perspectives and
Strategies on Land Reform and Land Rights in Rural and Urban Settings,
Johannesburg, June 1996.
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Need to focus more on land tenure, management and use because, notwithstanding
extent of policy and exchange transactions in land and related legislation, there has not
been much land reform since independence. 3 key issues of stasis in land reform: no
adequate or comprehensive programme for reform of laws or relevant institutions
governing land tenure and use; despite efforts of some academics and lawyers, legal
approach to reform fundamentally irrelevant because of administrative not judicial
arrangements for adjudication of land rights; real injustice perpetrated in relation to
land through displacement, alienation and therefore deepening poverty.

ft
8

Current issues arise from interplay between state, market and non-legal transactions;
nature of ownership and land use; challenge to civil society to play effective role in
resolving major cause of social and political conflict. Context for securing land reform
demands understanding of basis of contemporary land tenure (formal arrangements,
complexity of land use and the natural resource base) and historical patterns in land
reform (preparation for modern, market tenure, lack of real debate, exclusion or
marginalisation of pastoral areas, age of key policy instruments, sinister recent
developments). Impacts of land use and management and needs of the poorest
demonstrate urgent need for reform. Key tasks include identifying impacts on different
communities throughout Kenya; addressing consequences of conflict arising from
violent land contest and changing social relations; developing framework for securing
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Kenya - Land Reform
rights and ensuring popular governance in land management. Scope for reform
depends upon policy measures to achieve equity, practical measures to secure land
interests and improving interventions of agents of change to attend to needs and rights
of people alienated from their land interests.

Smokin Wanjala,
'Recurrent Themes in Kenya's Land Reform Discourse since Independence',
Southern and Eastern Africa Regional Conference on Experiences, Perspectives and
Strategies on Land Reform and Land Rights in Rural and Urban Settings,
Johannesburg, June 1996.
No realistic hope for easing of tensions in near future because the political leadership is
a direct beneficiary of post-Swynnerton private ownership reforms. Many landless.
Need for fundamental re-examination of tenure question. Uncontrolled privatisation of
public land in recent years. Debates on who should own public land. Increasingly
important land use question. Reform agenda set by donor community. Land reform
urgently needed.

H.W.O. Okoth-Ogendo,
'Agrarian Reform in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Assessment of State Responses to the
African Agrarian Crisis and Their Implications for Agricultural Development',
Thomas J. Bassett and Donald E. Crummey (Eds), Land in African Agrarian Systems
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993), 247-73.
Kenya experience provides no evidence of increase in agricultural production, but
resulted in inequalities, emergence of significant landlessness, especially in areas of
high land pressure. Liberated peasant has little option but to drift into cities. Group
registration in pastoral areas has led to imminent collapse of pastoral economy itself.
Benefit of credit did not really materialise.

Diana Hunt,
The Impending Crisis in Kenya: The Case for Land Reform (Aldershot: Gower,
1984).
Substantial proportion of Kenya's population (90% rural, majority of them, 85%, in
the cultivable 20% of country) already living in absolute poverty. Majority still have
some access to land. Need for radical redistribution of land to absorb huge population
increase which cannot be employed outside agriculture. Expected to double 19802000. Relatively easy opportunities for raising land productivity already exhausted.
Severe limits on availability of land. Almost all readily accessible cultivable land
already claimed. To extend it would be costly. Livestock carrying capacity of pastoral
areas already overstretched. No easy solution. Only potential solution is to radically
redistribute land. Agriculture can only be linch-pin of economy if structure of land
ownership dramatically altered. The sooner land reform implemented, the greater will
be the surplus that agriculture could contribute to expansion of non-farm production
and employment. But likelihood of dramatic change of policy minimal If not done,
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then as poverty, landlessness and unemployment rise, regime will be driven to become
increasingly dictatorial. If land redistribution left much beyond end of century, will be
too late as there will simply not be enough land to go round.

Simon Coldham,
'Land Reform in Kenya: Some Problems and Perspectives',
Third World Legal Studies -1982; Law in Alternative Strategies of Rural Development
(New York: International Third World Legal Studies Association, 1982), 82-103.
Looks at attempts to use tenurial reforms to promote agricultural development in the
former African reserves. Land adjudication is process in which customary land rights
adjudicated, land holdings consolidated and registers of title drawn up. First started in
Kikuyu Land Unit in mid-1950s. 1959 Native Lands Registration Ordinance provided
processes for consolidation of land, registration of title to apply to consolidated land
and adjudication of disputes. Later embodied in 1963 Registered Land Act. No attempt
made to reproduce customary forms of land holdings; agricultural experts saw these as
obstacle to development. Individual smallholder seen as key to rural development, so
registration provided for absolute ownership. Since Independence, Kenyan
Government has implemented programme with great vigour, seeing it as major
precondition for increasing land productivity by preventing uneconomic
fragmentation,
encouraging long term investments in land and creating collateral for farm credit.
Covers virtually all agricultural areas of Kenya. Designed to put an end to boundary
disputes, encourage fanners to invest labour and profits in holdings. Official rhetoric
sees customary law as obstacle to development and creation of strong united nation.
Uses elected, unpaid local committees at all stages of adjudication process, especially
in settlement of disputes. Minister of Lands' decision always
final.
Adjudication process operates to confer on some more extensive rights than they
formerly enjoyed while depriving others of their customary rights. Use of legal
terminology specific to one (English) legal system to describe incidents of a very
different system inevitably creates distorted picture. Adjudication authorities only
concerned with identifying owner and make no attempt to record lesser interests,
having neither expertise or time for that. Usually some time before inevitable disputes
break out. Some evidence that certain individuals may manipulate process to their
advantage. May encourage accumulation on part of those who understand its
implications. Throughout process odds heavily weighted against poor, uneducated and
those unfamiliar with bureaucratic ways. Lot depends on knowing one's rights and
being able to prosecute them effectively. Sub-divisions among family rarely recorded.
Unregistered sales and successions pose serious threat to registration system and
evidence that this happening on large scale. No incentive for people to spend time and
money observing complex procedures laid down in 1963 Act. As disputes become
more frequent, courts will, in effect, be faced with task of readjudicatmg land titles. If
so, wisdom of whole registration programme called into question. Justification of
programme in terms of economic consequences difficult to sustain. No reason to
attribute much of recent agricultural development in smallholder areas over last 15
years to power to raise loans by charging land - this extremely rare. Lending
institutions favour better off farmers, especially those enjoying off-farm incomes.
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Kenya - Land Reform
Majority of bank loans not used for agricultural purposes at all. Registered title does
not in practice constitute good security.
Swynnerton correctly predicted that programme would create a landed and landless
class. The better off are buying, the poorer selling, so pattern of land holding being
radically transformed. Communication of programme lies with bureaucracy, often
unsatisfactory principally because of highly technical nature of information. Even if
information effectively communicated, unlikely people will change behaviour unless it
is in their interest. Enforcement machinery on necessary scale unthinkable. Better off
landowners have clearly benefited from programme. It was they who were
accumulating before, and often in anticipation of, adjudication, able to manipulate
process to their advantage, now extending holdings and enjoying privileged access to
credit and extension services.

Gavin Williams,
'Setting the Agenda: A Critique of the World Bank's Rural Restructuring Programme
for South Africa',
Journal of Southern African Studies, 22,1996, 139-66.
Critique of presuppositions and recommendations in World Bank's Options paper for
South Africa. Rest on misleading intellectual foundations. Not supported by evidence cited.
Revived aspects of Swynnerton and Tomlinson reports.
Kenyan model for redistribution of land and reform of land tenure put forward as
appropriate example for South Africa to follow. But successful expansion of smallholder
production for export and local markets m 1960s and 1970s took place in ways and for
reasons not anticipated by planners of land and land tenure reforms of 1950s and 1960s.
hi 1970s World Bank massively increased lending for agricultural and rural development
projects. African farmers needed to be 'modernized and monetized'. Use of green
revolution technologies costly and unsuccessful By 1993 recognised that millions had been
poured into misconceived programmes. See South Africa as means of redeeming Bank.
In Kenya, Swynnerton Report 1954 tried to create yeomen farmers employing labourers by
consolidation and registration of land as freehold, prohibiting further subdivision, loosen
restrictions on growing of high value commodities. Only conceivable because over lm
concentrated into villages by Emergency. Didn't give rise to distinctive yeomen and fulltime labourers. High value cash crops adopted 1960s by wider range of farmers than
expected. Registration weakened rights of access of women and tenants. Has not resolved
disputes over land rights. Title not important for obtaining credit. Swynnerton's aim of
expanding cash crop production realised in 1960s, but on greater scale and quite different
conditions from those he envisaged - access to White Highlands generally and, in suitable
highland areas, for dairy grade cattle, coffee, tea, pyrethrum Outside highlands, families
depend on remittances from migrants. World Bank identify Kenya model with key
intentions of policy-makers - land transfer financed by state credit, land registration, credit
and extension services.
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Matters of land and agricultural production always particular, never generaL Effective
policies need to recognise local differences, rather than be costly exercise in social
engineering.
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Kenya - Land and Pastoralism
Ced Hesse,
'Major Issues facing People in Pastoral Areas',
Oxfam UK/I Kenya, November 1996.
Pastoralists not homogenous group: nomadic, agro-, urban and destitute pastoralists.
Government policies which result in privatisation and alienation of pastoral lands have
contributed to breakdown of traditional patterns of mobility, made pastoralists more
vulnerable to drought and conflict, increased livestock densities contributing to
declining productivity and land degradation. Also to creation of wealthy, landed elite
which has resulted in greater social and economic divisions within pastoral societies
and undermined traditional social institutions of support, to detriment of poorer
families and especially women. Also to conversion of pasture lands to agriculture
resulting in land degradation. Increasing involvement of pastoralists in the market has
resulted in more animals being sold to raise money, so reducing number of livestock
used to maintain social institutions, thus undermining community solidarity and
contributing to greater economic and social inequity, again to detriment of poorer
families and particularly women.
In Samburu, alienation of land has undermined coping strategies. Different groups
compete over declining resource base, much of which inaccessible due to insecurity.
People caught in poverty trap. Ethnic differences and historical claims to land
crystallise and availability of modern weapons provides opportunity to resort to
violence as means of survival.
Modern tenure only affects c.25% pastoral areas of Northern Kenya. Postindependence government has adopted colonial measures that favour agricultural
production because of prejudices and misconceptions and elite's wish to maintain
system from which they benefit. 2 major trends in pastoral areas: privatisation of the
commons and alienation of pastures for non-pastoral uses. Believed pastoralists are
irrational users of land and only through privatisation can land degradation be halted.
Greatest effect is on women who have suffered disproportionately from shift in control
of land from community based ownership to small, male-dominated elites. Legal
system dominated by hostile political elite who benefit from status quo. Magistrates
come from urban, non-pastoral elite and have little knowledge of or sympathy with
traditional land use management. Existing laws flawed and open to abuse. Access to
legal system difficult.
Although much land lost, most pastoral areas intact and being managed by customary
rules. Pastoralists often totally unaware of laws governing land and very real risks of
alienation, so public education on land issues critical.
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Isaac Lenaola, Hadley H. Jenner and Timothy Wichert,
'Land Tenure in Pastoral Lands',
Calestous Juma and J.B. Ojwang (Eds),
In Land We Trust: Environment, Private Property and Constitutional Change
(Nairobi and London: Initiatives Publishers and Zed Books, 1996), 231-57.
Drylands have in recent years experienced prolonged droughts, net decline in
productivity, increasing settlement of immigrant and nomadic populations and
dangerous level of environmental degradation. As a result, people vulnerable to
scarcity of resources, famine, land use conflict, wars and displacement. Their future
survival is uncertain. Commonly held belief that pastoral lands contribute little to
national economies is false. Nomadic pastoralism a rational land use which has evolved
and is adapted to harsh and unpredictable environmental conditions. Most viable
economic system in most of northern and north-eastern Kenya and other dryland areas.
Impact of droughts made much worse by sedentarisation of formerly nomadic
communities. Critical question of how legal education for pastoralists can best be
carried out and how best to pursue legal avenues offering protection for communal
tenure rights. Need for conflict resolution strategies.
Customary land tenure in pastoral lands cannot be wished away. Application of
modern tenure has met with resistance. Constitutional reform should be first step
towards recognition and greater understanding of place of African customary tenure.
Failure of codified legislation has led to rethinking and re-emphasis on values and
worth in customary tenure. Codification of traditional practices on basis of doctrine of
customary use will be essential aspect of any meaningful constitutional change. Need
for education to inform pastoral communities of their legal rights.
Bondi D. Ogolla with John Mugabe,
'Land Tenure Systems and Natural Resource Management',
Calestous Juma and J.B. Ojwang (Eds),
In Land We Trust: Environment, Private Property and Constitutional Change
(Nairobi and London: Initiatives Publishers and Zed Books, 1996), 85-116.
From 1968 registration of group ranches in arid and semi-arid areas. This system now
in transition with many areas now pressing for sub-division into individual holdings.
Pressure coming mostly from educated and wealthy Maasai. Forced government to
alter policy, with sub-divisions from 1990. This may portend economic, ecological and
cultural disaster for the Maasai; private lands not appropriate for the environment.
Process of tenure reform and its aftermath caused considerable confusion and
insecurity.
Classic model of wrapping nature in protected areas that exclude other forms of land
use has led to conflict between people and game and forest areas. Need to harmonise
imperatives of conservation with resource needs of local communities. Existing land
tenure arrangements have contributed to environmental degradation and unsustainable
use of land. This has arisen from dominant belief that unrestricted property rights are
imperative for rational land use decision making and management, from decline in
regulatory aspects of CPRs, from misconception concerning public rights in private
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Kenya - Land and Pastoralism
property and attendant ineffectual nature of state regulatory functions and powers.
Alternative policies should aim at defining property rights in manner that incorporates
the conservation ethic. Should aim to devolve control over natural resources to local
communities and encourage appropriate regimes for sustainable resource management.

Mukhisa Kituyi,
'Kenya',
Charles Lane (Ed), Custodians of the Commons: Pastoral Land Tenure in East and
West Africa (London: Kogan Page and Earthscan, 1997), 26-45.
83% of Kenya's land area arid or semi-arid, incapable of sustaining traditional rain-fed
agriculture. This the traditional habitat of pastoral and agro-pastoral people who
comprise 15% of population. Changes in tenure and trends towards greater
commercialisation caused, or have been accompanied by, marginalisation of most
pastoral societies in Kenya. While preliminary evidence points to resource degradation
following changes in tenure, official thinking remains grounded in the 'tragedy of the
commons' argument. Re-examination of justification for land registration needed in
light of increasing evidence that changes inspired by government and donors have not
yielded desired results. Claims that land registration increases productivity warrant
urgent attention. Much indigenous pastoral knowledge on sustainable resource
husbandry has been ignored.

John G. Galaty,
'The Pastoralist's Dilemma: Common Property and Enclosure in Kenya's Rangeland',
Ronnie Vernooy and Katherine M. Kealey (Eds), Food Systems under Stress in Africa:
African-Canadian Research Cooperation: Proceedings of a Workshop held in
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 7-8 November 1993 (Ottawa: International Development
Research Centre, 1994), 100-13.
Despite the need of pastoral communities to practice mobility to benefit from widely
dispersed resources, the African rangelands are going through a progressive process of
enclosure and privatisation. Privatisation has been supported by the tragedy of the
commons arguments and the application of the 'prisoner's dilemma' to stocking
decisions. The 'pastoralist's dilemma' however is applicable primarily when common
property resources are appropriated during the enclosure process, when rightholders,
seeing their land treated as an alienable free good, demand their privatised shares
before that share disappears. The 'pastoralist's dilemma' occurs not when rangeland is
controlled by communities but when community control is undermined by state or
private interests. When the integrity of the community domain is threatened, the
individual pastoralist has no choice but to accede to the generalised enclosure of range
resources, despite the fact that this is against the individual and collective interests of
pastoralists in maintaining higher degrees of mobility and sustaining desirable levels of
productivity. Yet communities may well offer the best framework within which local
goals and 'development' can be realised.
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Charles Lane and Jeremy Swift,
East African Pastoralism: Common Land, Common Problems: Report on the Pastoral
Land Tenure Workshop, Arusha, Tanzania, 1-3 December 1988, International
Institute for Environment and Development, Working Paper 8, (London: IIED, 1989).
At the workshop threats to rangeland and pastoral livelihoods by widespread land
alienation were discussed. Sources of land tenure problems for pastoralists were legal
aspects in land conflicts and inappropriate policy which penalises pastoral production
and threatens food security. Case studies on Maasai group ranches in Kenya, northern
Kenyan pastoralists, Maasai in Tanzania and Barabaig in Tanzania. The case studies
and discussions centred around the themes of law and institutions, information,
education and training and policy. Action programme for the organisations involved is
briefly outlined and the administrative mechanisms by which the recommendations
would be followed up are summarised.
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Kenya - Land and Women
Jean Davison,
'Who Owns What? Land Registration and Tensions in Gender Relations of Production in
Kenya',
Jean Davison (Ed), Agriculture, Women, and Land: The African Experience (Boulder and
London: Westview, 1988), 157-76.
Land registration policies beginning in 1950s (Swynnerton) eroded women's use rights in
land. Gave preference to individual ownership invested in male heads of households and
marginalise^ usufruct rights of women formerly guaranteed under lineage tenure. Land as
collateral required for credit but few women held land in their own names. Encouraged
export crop production, so further marginalised women's labour in food production. Land
policies since independence continued this trend. By 1978, 7.6m ha registered in hands of
largely male individual owners. Registration effected hardening of men's land rights into
absolute legal ownership to exclusion of women and children. Legally possible for women
to own and inherit land, but in practice very few do. Extension services favoured men.
Women producers cannot be treated as single unitary category; age, marital status and
economic circumstances influence access. Marital status critical factor in women's current
rights to land; economic position of widows and single women precarious at best. If they
are to maintain and increase food production, women must be guaranteed land security
through legal initiatives that accord them equal ownership rights with men. Need to be able
to acquire capital to buy land.

Fiona Mackenzie,
'Land and Territory: The Interface between two Systems of Land Tenure, Murang'a
District, Kenya',
Africa, 59, 1989, 91-109.
Land tenure reform instituted at time when indrvidualisation of land rights including
increasing sale of land well underway in Murang'a District, Central Province. Reform
added new dimension to struggle over land rights rather than displacing old system.
Processes resulted in increased litigations 1970s-80s, while working in main to
disadvantage of women, nevertheless provided area within which women as well as
men could contest rights to land. Men frequently successful in challenging women's de
jure ownership on basis of inheritance practices, women able to counter through
acquisition of land under registered title and adoption of customary practices like
female husband. Registration meant mostly individual male ownership while women's
usufruct rights no longer recognised de jure. In struggle over allocation, a man's rights
to dispose of land, whether to women or men, when he holds title deed upheld. Where
pressure on land severe, possibility of sister obtaining land likely to be source of
dispute. Even where land relatively abundant, transfer to a daughter frequented
contested. Theoretical rights of woman to dispose of land on equal terms to a man
under freehold tenure constantly disputed. Greater willingness of fathers to give land
to daughters in recent years. Antagonism towards women's control of land
characteristic of post-reform period. Structural causes of women's insecure access to
and control over land intensified. Contradictions become sharper with more frequent
marital breakdown and increased pressure on land through population growth. In the
main, men have gained advantage over women in terms of control over agricultural
land and ability to draw on solidarity by recourse to inheritance practices, but women
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have been able to challenge through purchase and registration of land under freehold
and adoption of customary practices like female husband.

I

Important to distinguish between rights of access to, control over and ownership of
productive resources. Allows analysis of complex, interlocking and elastic rights,
themselves part of specific social, political, economic and cultural contexts. Access to
and control of power over land are multiplex phenomena and within defined
production system individuals may hold combination of rights of access and control
sanctioned at different levels of social interaction.
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Fiona Mackenzie,
'Gender and Land Rights in Murang'a District, Kenya',
Journal of Peasant Studies, 17, 1990, 609-43.
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Manipulation of customary and state law is increasing gender and social differentiation.
Customary law a continuing arena of struggle. Customary rights, malleable and
manipulable by individuals or groups, subject to continual construction and
reconstruction in resolution of conflict are part of process of legitimation of individual
material interests and thus social differentiation. Customary law constructed and
appropriated by individuals located differently in relations of class and gender.
Customary law the responses of living interests, not dead hand of tradition. Thus
provides legitimation for the more powerful in struggles for control over land and
labour. But also provides limited means whereby women have evolved discourse of
resistance, either individually or collectively. Strategies of access and control pursued
in context of two different spheres of dispute resolution, customary and statutory law.
Gift of land from father to daughter almost exclusively when unmarried daughter has
borne children. Women's control over land viewed as explicit and immediate threat to
balance of power within households.

Joan Davison,
'"Without Land We Are Nothing": The Effect of Land Tenure Policies and Practices
upon Rural Women in Kenya',
Rural Africana, 27, 1987, 19-33.
Rural women see their access to land threatened in face of increasing scarcity. Kenyan
women produce more than 80% food crops, but own only 5% land. Examines
precolonial attitudes to land and its use in Mutira, Central Province, and Chwele,
Western Province, and traces significant land tenure policies in colonial period that
proved detrimental to women's former usufruct rights as cultivators. Describes
relationship between woman's marital status and access to land as one of dependency
and argues that unless present practices and policies are changed to encourage women
to own land while at same time restructuring agricultural priorities, rural women's
economic position will continue to be one of dependency. Swynnerton Plan dealt
crushing blows to woman's economic position as agricultural producer. By
individualising holdings and awarding male heads of households land titles, it
endangered her guaranteed access to cropland and her ability to secure loans for
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Kenya - Land and Women
improvements on existing land was circumvented, while emphasis on cash cropping
marginalised her position as a food producer.
Solutions require decisions at national level to put into practice laws guaranteeing
woman's right to inherit land as a daughter; law needed to ensure that widows, who
currently have no legal protection, receive right to inherit husband's property; need to
have capital, in form of loans not requiring land as collateral, available to women,
regardless of marital status. As population grows, land squeeze becomes reality in
many rural areas and women particularly vulnerable because they are dependent on
husbands and fathers for access to land.
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Kenya - Land: Misc
Calestous Juma,
'Introduction',
Calestous Juma and J.B. Ojwang (Eds),
In Land We Trust: Environment, Private Property and Constitutional Change
(Nairobi and London: Initiatives Publishers and Zed Books, 1996), 1-5.
Looks at intricate linkages between land tenure and natural resource management, at
legal and constitutional rather than technical and economic aspects. New approaches
to development calling for use of conservation ethic to guide growth strategies, rather
than just maximising economic returns. Governance of land use the most important
political issue in most African countries. Until recently taken for granted that private
ownership and titling etc. were pre-requisites for increasing agricultural productivity.
Much research and academic persuasion went into sustaining that view. But evidence
starting to reveal a number of weaknesses. Bruce and Migot-Adholla (1994) show that
title does not equal security of tenure, may reduce it, and does not by itself lead to
greater investment or productivity. Call for adoption of more incremental approaches
to change in indigenous tenure systems, recommends adaptation paradigm building on
customary tenure systems with need for supportive legal and administrative
environment. Main argument of this book is that current constitutional arrangements
put excessive emphasis on protection of private property rights without requiring
corresponding duty of ecological stewardship. Meeting such long term expectations
cannot be achieved unless balance struck between private ownership of land (and
related natural resources) and public interest. Similar balance between conservation
and growth is still lacking. Need for environmental rights to be recognised in national
constitutions. Kenyan legal system heavily biased against public interest in general and
environmental considerations in particular.
Book builds analysis on experiences of many countries worldwide. Chapters clustered
into 4 parts. First presents conceptual foundations. Stresses that sound management of
natural resources is critical aspect of national governance. Second analyses in detail
relationships between management of specific natural resources and land tenure, with
particular emphasis on soils, water, forests and wildlife. Explores strengths and
weaknesses of present systems and suggests alternative approaches, presenting
evidence in support of a flexible land tenure regime under which the state acts as a
genuine public trustee. Third shows that customary land use practices already embody
ecological principles which should be recognised by the law and reflected in
constitutions. Provides evidence from pastoral lands, tenure over trees and medicinal
plants to argue case for recognising customary land rights as basis for enriching
customary law. Fourth presents options for constitutional reform, dealing mostly with
doctrines of public trust, customary use and rights of nature to balance between private
property rights and public interest.
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Kenya Human Rights Commission,
Behind the Curtain: A Study of Squatters, Slums and Slum Dwellers (Nairobi: KHRC,
1996).

_
I

Report of Commission's Land Rights Program. First section illustrates squatter
problem from colonial times to the present. Second section is case study of Majaoni
squatter community on the coast. Looks at their successes and failures in their struggle
for recognition. Finally suggests some remedial guidelines and measures government
should employ.

g

Squatters face particular problems of insecurity. They are not fully aware of what few
legal rights they possess. An easy target for political manipulators. Estimated 60%
Nairobi residents are now slum dwellers, occupying about 5% area of Nairobi in over
100 slums. Few services and little infrastructure. Not on the planning maps. Poor
access to safe water, sanitation, waste disposal. Most squatters self-employed, most of
their activities illegal. Government responds with slum clearances, bulldozing,
evictions, often on 'health' grounds and often violent. Need for radical change in
attitudes and policies. Need to legalise tenure of squatters and recognise their right to
basic infrastructure and services. NGOs can play useful advisory and support roles.
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Lesotho - Land Tenure
Steven W. Lawry,
'Transactions in Cropland held under Customary Law in Lesotho',
Thomas J. Bassett and Donald E. Crummey (Eds), Land in African Agrarian Systems
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993), 57-74.
Despite high levels of landlessness and pressures for reform from donor agencies and
commercial farmers, the country's political leadership has protected the integrity of the
customary land tenure system. This is due to continuing support at the elite and
popular level. Describes how policy makers, despite pressure from donors and
elsewhere to sanction sales through land reform, have ensured the pre-eminence of
customary rules. Describes informal and formal borrowing mechanisms, including
sharecropping and leasing, that have given landless and commercial farmers access to
agricultural land in ways that do not threaten the basic tenets of the system yet fall
short of sales.
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Lesotho - Land and Women
Paul Kishindo,
Women, Land and Agriculture in Lesotho
National University of Lesotho, Institute for African Studies Working Paper 4,1992.
Examines Lesotho women's access to agricultural land and their role in agricultural
production in a patriarchal social system which also experiences a high level of male
labour outmigration. The history of the land tenure system in Lesotho is described,
particularly where it is relevant to the present agricultural system. Labour migration,
agricultural production and farm decision making for more recent times are then
covered. Although women get access to land through marriage, women who are
widowed are far more likely to be innovative and entrepreneurial. A Land Act in 1979
was designed to make it possible for women to acquire arable land in their own right,
but its implementation has been met with so much opposition that the legislation has
been frequently amended, and at the time of the report had not been published.
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Malawi - Land Tenure
Julian Quan,
'Recent Developments in Land Policy in Southern Africa: a review for DFID',
Natural Resources Institute, Chatham, June 1997.
Lessons learnt
• No a priori case for establishing universal leasehold tenure, as proposed by some
donors.
• Combination of customary and leasehold quite possible at national level.
• Following end of tobacco quota system, no need for further development of estate
sector and main case for further leasehold registration is to avoid confusion and
complexity which has arisen in recent years.
• In determining appropriate reforms for customary lands, much more needs to be
known about current practice and interaction with estate sector.
• Resettlement schemes will be needed targeting under-utilised public and private
lands with overcrowded customary communities as beneficiaries.
• Possibilities of resettlement in ethnically homogenous areas of neighbouring
countries should be investigated.
• Donors should provide Land Commission with funding and technical support for
process of participatory debate and consultation, which could include a national
land conference.
• Land Commission's role should be coordinated with Land Policy Planning Unit,
which has potential to act as technical advisory body, thus avoiding danger of
Tanzanian case - parallel bodies and processes.

Paul Kishindo,
'Differential Security of Tenure on Malawi's Customary Land: Implications for
Investment',
Development Southern Africa, 12, 2, April 1995,167-74.
Land in Malawi under the 196S Land Act is either public, private or customary. The Act
declares customary land to be the lawful property of the people of Malawi. Vested in
perpetuity in the president, but only for purposes of administration and enforcement of
certain provisions dealing with control of land use. Chiefs empowered to authorise the use
and occupation of customary land according to local custom. Principles are: land is a free
good available to whole community, no individual may claim ownership; individuals or
households have only userights,which they may not sell, but can sell products of the land;
use rights heritable; chiefs trustees and guardians of land on behalf of subjects and future
generations. Majority of the population dependent on customary land for food and income
generation. Persons who hold land under customary tenure enjoy differential security
depending on their status in the village where the land is held. Members of core lineages
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have the right to lifetime use and occupation. Immigrants and uxorilocalh/ married men do
not enjoy much security, especially in the early years of settlement, and this has implications
for the nature of investments that can be made in the land, e.g. members of core lineages
engage in longer term investments such as fish and tree crop farming.

_
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Carol W. Dickerman and Peter C. Bloch,
Land Tenure and Agricultural Productivity in Malawi,
Land Tenure Centre, University of Wisconsin, Madison, LTC Paper 143 (Madison: LTC,
1991).

•

Based on 1989 visit. 3 most serious land tenure related problems are rapidly decreasing
average size of smallholder farms, rapidly increasing size of estate sector and particularly
unfortunate tenancy agreements on estates. Clearly related. Greatest threat to security of
tenure of smallholders comes from estates, not institutional arrangements within customary
sector. Expansion of estate sector has not engendered technical revolution because of social
arrangements on estates. Freehold or leasehold combined with exploitative tenancy or
sharecropping arrangements may lead to worse land use, lower productivity, more unequal
income distribution than any conceivable customary system Only possible justification for
estate agriculture is higher productivity, but Malawian estates have failed to achieve this.
Little wrong with customary sector other than small farm size that intensified and more
appropriate extension and credit services cannot handle. Feel that customary land tenure
arrangements basically adequate in terms of security and conversion to freehold or
leasehold would not contribute to intensification.
Given decreasing farm size on customary land, estates' under-utilisation of land socially and
economically unacceptable and government intervention urgently required. Need for
measures to encourage more intensive use on leasehold estates and to decrease demand for
estates. Abrogate Special Crops Act limiting burley and flue-cured tobacco production to
estate sector; this responsible for much of demand for estates. Increase ground rents, land
tax, limit to area of estate sector, maximum 100 ha for new estates, limits on renewal of
leases etc.
Need to increase smallholder incomes and yields. Increasing levels of malnutrition and rural
poverty. Need opportunity to grow high-value crops, but also additional programmes,
credit etc and need for off-farm income. No need to replicate Lilongwe Land Development
Programme elsewhere. Need for uniform systems on government settlement schemes.
Need to manage forests and encourage agro-forestry.
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A.T.B. Mbalanje,
'Land Law and Land Policy in Malawi',
J.W. Arntzen, L.D. Ngcongco and S.D. Turner (Eds),
Land Policy and Agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa (Tokyo: United Nations
University, 1986), 52-9.
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Commissioner of Lands in Office of the President. 1967 Banda said traditional
methods of cultivation outmoded, inefficient, unproductive, impeded agricultural
progress and general economic advancement. Proper land records essential to
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Malawi - Land Tenure
stimulate and facilitate market in land, which is essential to economic growth. Without
reliable records, land cannot be conveniently offered as security for credit and long
term loans. No merit in retaining dual system of land law indefinitely. Title registration
a means of unifying the law. Malawi Registered Land Act 1967 largely based on Kenya
Registered Land Act 1963, adopted in many other countries. Became operational 1972
when first land registry opened Lilongwe to deal primarily with land titles in Lilongwe
Land Development Programme.

D.W. Nothale,
'Land Tenure Systems and Agricultural Production in Malawi',
J.W. Arntzen, L.D. Ngcongco and S.D. Turner (Eds),
Land Policy and Agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa (Tokyo: United Nations
University, 1986), 127-32.
Examines different tenure systems. Degree of flexibility. Shortage of land will force
increased focus on measures to improve yields.
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Malawi - Land Reform
Ralph Mmangitsa,
'Land and Agrarian Reform in Malawi',
Southern African Regional Conference on Land, Labour and Food Security,
Darwendale, Zimbabwe, April 1997. Published in Land Update, 59, June 1997, 12-13.
Increasing land pressure over the years. Divided into customary, estate (leasehold) and
public (freehold). Chiefs continue to play crucial role in allocation and administration
of land. People generally don't produce enough food for whole year. Situation of
estate workers of great concern. Promised land by politicians. Government has set up
Presidential Commission of Inquiry on Land Reform. Looking at current tenure
practices, causes of land conflicts, inheritance systems, main principles of a new land
policy and guidelines for basic land law giving effect to that. Has set up 8 different
studies and a Task Force. Ambitions of politicians may interfere with proper
management of land issues. Hopes NGOs will get involved; hitherto only minimally.
Need for good relationship with government.

World Bank, Southern Africa Department,
Malawi: Human Resources and Poverty: Profile and Priorities for Action (Washington:
World Bank, 1995).
Prepared at Government of Malawi's request by World Bank for Government's Poverty
Alleviation Program. 9th poorest country in world. Poverty greatest in south, where more
people work on others' farms because of intense land pressures. Estate tenants and
permanent estate workers comprise 10% Malawians. Poverty reduction should be focus of
all policy formulation. Scale of problem requires broader measures and more forceful
implementation than hitherto. In long term, growth will have to come outside agriculture.
Need for investment in rural infrastructure and in people (education, health, safety net
programmes). Poor must be helped to adjust to market forces, e.g. changes in pricing
policies, which may adversely affect smallholders who are not net producers of food grains.
This necessary until poor develop coping strategies and they benefit from growth impact of
economy overall Bias towards estate sector has contributed to overwhelming poverty and
inequality. Ongoing reforms have helped.
Reform of land policies essential for significant poverty reduction. Urgent need for
comprehensive review of land policy. Forced land redistribution neither politically nor
economically an option. Need policies and laws that protect property rights and encourage
more efficient use of land base and an active land market that allows the most productive
fanners to be engaged in agricultural production.
Important to stop conversion of customary land to estates without agreement of all
customary holders and to examine existing land titles. To facilitate more active land market,
estate rents should be raised and rent collection enforced. Land utilisation studies to identify
underutilised agricultural land. Also need to address broader natural resource issues e.g.
deforestation and soil erosion.
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Joanne Bosworth,
'Current Land Policy Review and Land Reform in Malawi',
Workshop on Current Land Reform and Land Tenure Issues in Southern and Eastern
Africa, St. Peter's College, Oxford, November 1996.
Malawi currently has multiple tenure system: freehold, leasehold, public/state, customary.
1965 Land Act provided for 4 tenure types, while belief that titling would have beneficial
impact on agricultural development lay behind 1967 Customary Land Development Act
(which underlay Lilongwe Land Development Programme). During 1960s and 1970s
increasing amount of customary land alienated to private leasehold sector distributed partly
through political patronage. By 1979, 255,800 ha registered as leasehold by 1,105 estates.
Value of leases artificially increased following 1972 Special Crops Act, which imposed
licensing system under which burley and flue-cured tobacco production restricted to estate
owners. During 1980s higher world demand for Malawi tobaccos andrisingtobacco prices
further increased incentive to acquire leaseholds. Transfer of land from customary to
leasehold largely uncontrolled and its effects inadequately monitored, but by 1989 leasehold
sector had expanded to cover estimated 759,400 ha, and number of estates had more than
doubled.
Land policy review process happening in situation in which land registration system under
intense pressure and failing to keep up with pace of leasehold applications; mounting land
pressure in customary sector (and periodic/chronic food insecurity); private land
increasingly being encroached on; concern on environmental effects of declining land
availability in customary sector; high concern over conditions of employment and tenancy
on private farms; flurry of agricultural and marketing liberalisation policies, having
significant impact on rural economy and land use, but its long-term effects uncertain.
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Ministry of Lands and Valuation conducting review of all legislation affecting land policy
and coordinating donor-funded studies seeking to fill information gaps on land use etc.
March 1996 President appointed Commission of Inquiry on Land Policy to recommend
principles of new land policy. Timetable shifted from deadline for completion by December
1996 to sometime in 1998, with Land Commission scheduled to present recommendations
by late 1997, following which policy drafted by Ministry.
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Results from first stage of customary sector study, preliminary results from estate (freehold
and leasehold) sector study. Field work currently in progress on public land study. Delays in
implementation of customary sector study meant more complete information now on estate
sector, but alternative sources being used for comparison.
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1990 prohibition on further alienation from customary sector into leasehold, but loophole
permitted those who could demonstrate prior customary use to continue registering. Land
distribution been getting progressively more unequal over last decade but evidence on
displacement inconclusive. Evidence that although estate expansion has radically altered
pattern of landholding, impact on de facto entitlements to use land may not have been so
dramatic. In Central Region appears families may have consolidated holdings for
registration to circumvent prohibition on burley growing, and that family members
continue to use estate land together.
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Malawi - Land Reform
Critical questions for land policy review to address are amount of land falling into each
tenure type, uses being made of land, potential for more effective use of underutilised land.
In general, land cultivated more intensively in customary sector. Overall two studies
indicate there is still suitable land available in customary and estate sectors.
Together with expansion in area of private land, employment on private farms has increased
from 161,000 in 1977 to 331,000 in 1989. During 1995/6 agricultural season, estimated
911,000 (including children of employees and tenants) resident on private estates for over
7 months of year, while many more employed on temporary basis. Estate residents thus
about 10% of whole population. Prices which tenants sell tobacco to estate owner fixed at
well below auction floor prices. Average tenant household receives profit of c. MK2,200
(c.£100) for a season. Tenancy system heavily dependent on labour of women and children,
who mostly receive no payment for labour. Many estate workers are migrants, mostly from
far south. Some of most pessimistic forecasts from donors and independent analysts
suggest that at present population growth rates and without advances in agricultural
productivity Malawi's land resources will be insufficient to sustain population by first
decade of next century. Poverty as defined by incomes and expenditures strongly
associated with small land holding size.
Early effects of recent economic liberalisation policies demonstrate dynamism and potential
of smallholder sector. Indications that liberalisation of burley tobacco production and
marketing will have striking results on land use, cultivation patterns and labour regimes on
private estates. Since legalisation of smallholder burley growing in 1990 and introduction of
'intermediate buyer' system in 1993/4, smallholder burley production has increased
dramatically. Implications for labour market for private farms significant. Some in process
of altering labour systems, some experiencing difficulties in obtaining and holding onto
labour as more smallholders cultivate tobacco on their own plots. Estates finding it harder
to control sale of tenants' tobacco. Some estates abandoning burley production altogether
in favour of other crops with no smallholder competition. Elsewhere evident that erosion of
estate owners' control is causing disputes and tenants may be experiencing more repressive
conditions than before.
With intensified competition for tobacco market, competition and conflict over land
resources likely to increase. Impact of broadening access to cash cropping on land
allocations likely to be significant, and security of land access a burning issue for private and
customary land users. Significant degree of encroachment on private land and unwillingness
of state enforcement authorities to intervene in disputes between title holders and
customary users illustrate that in current climate neither leaseholds nor freeholds are
guaranteed security by their title. Some estate owners have ceded land back to customary
sector. Not clear that simply altering structure of economic incentives would result in
surrender of significant amounts of estate land. Security of customary holdings clearly been
undermined by rapid expansion of leasehold sector.
Relatively little understood about processes of land allocation in customary tenure systems,
or nature of power relations within society which underlie structure of rights over land as
exercised in practice. Customary land systems administered by Traditional Authorities in
capacity as guardians. Chiefs, group village heads, and village heads also have responsibility
for solving land disputes on customary land. Control over land allocation highly significant
in preserving strength of chiefs' position.
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Some form of registration of customary holdings on agenda for current land policy review
partly because of belief that individualfreeholdwill be necessary to facilitate dynamic rural
land market. Present indications are that government under some pressure to promote
market land transactions through recognition of customary land market and providing some
legal security of land acquired through the market, but evident that increasing a land market
in circumstances of land scarcity without providing safeguards for poorest may have
serious consequences. Possibility of employing market or quasi-market strategies for
redistribution of land also appears to be under consideration.

M
'

Land a highly sensitive issue, government already under external and internal pressures to
achieve number of different objectives with new land policy. Political climate highly
charged and indications that opportunistic considerations may have significant influence on
outcome of land policy review. Instigation of the review and much of drive for land
reform linked to foreign aid and especially current SAP. Loan conditionality may affect
which policy options considered and which economically feasible and can be sustained in
current climate of government cuts. Certain courses may be favoured because they could
produce substantial contribution to government revenue.
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Malawi - Land and Women
Pauline E. Peters,
'Against the Odds: Matriliny, Land and Gender in the Shire Highlands of Malawi',
Critique of Anthropology, 17, 1997, 189-210.
The continued predominance of matriliny in village life provides considerable range for
women's authority, especially with respect to land inheritance, and continues to
provide the necessary matrix within which 'household' or elementary family based on
marriage operates.
Matrilineal groups have been and continue to be a minority in a sea of patriliny and
patriarchy. All major influences over the past 200 years have been from strongly
patrilineal groups, missions, colonial rule, plantation agriculture etc. Matrilineal
succession and inheritance, especially of land (in a very densely populated region)
provide women with considerable scope for authority and independent action by
comparison with men. But this is not a situation of gender equality. That land devolves
through women to women is of great importance. Looks at relations around land over
the past century. Agricultural attacks on matriliny from the 1940s repulsed.
1990s have seen moratorium on further alienation of customary land to leasehold
estates, lifting of embargo on smallholders being able to grow burley tobacco, removal
of fertiliser subsidies, scaling back in marketing board centres for purchase and sale of
maize, rise in consumer prices for maize.
Villages studied around Zomba. No uncultivated bush, so fields all family property.
Passed down through matriline and virtually all passed to female heirs. Young girl
helps work fields of mother or grandmother but receives her own field when she
marries or, more usually, has her first child. As time goes on, she receives other fields
as elder matrilineal kin become too frail or die. Most of the time most women work
alone with their children and husband. In much of daily life, conjugal unit of woman
and husband with or without children is the main unit of production and income
earning and is embedded in the wife's matrilineal matrix of relationships. Although
production and income strategies appear highly individuated, they depend on access to
resources, principally land, through membership of a group of people sharing
matrilineal descent. Favouring of men in education and employment has meant they
have had much more secure access to new income, so no surprise that there is
considerable competition among women for husbands and a definite correlation
between relative wealth and length of marriage. Most splitting of matrilineal groups
fuelled by disputes over land. Families studied for ten years prone to intensifying
disputes between sisters over land as their daughters mature and need fields. In each
generation some sisters leave the villages. Tension and disputes among siblings focus
on land. Long been impossible to move off and start new villages. Process of division
of matrilineal groups complex but appears to occur between sisters' daughters. Has not
meant demise or even obvious weakening of matriliny. If there has been victim of
increasing land pressure, it has been size of effective matrilineal groups and narrowing
in scale of collaborative relations among matrikin. This resembles trends elsewhere in
Africa, of socio-economic differentiation entailing a narrowing in scale of social
relations.
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